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Inthe three Free Baptist churches on

The Worning Star,
THE TEARS OF HEAVEN.

And all-the day heaven gathers back her
tears
Into her own blue eyes so clear and deep,

And

showering down the glory of lightsome
day,
;

Smiles on the earth’s worn brow to
she may.
"

.

win her if
{

Alfred Tennyson.
©

THE OHUROH.

church is spiritual.

as in Num.

and Acis 19: 32; and in Acts

16:3,

7: 38, {and

in Heb. 2: 12, to the Jews; at times, also,

to the place of assembling.

The

nature,

therefore, of the Christian church

can not

be

determined

by

tbe

meaning

of the

word, but by the facts and doctrines revealed. Four distinct views have been
presented respecting this subject:

First: Theocratic. This view contemplates the church as a visible, ‘literal
organization, as in

the

Jewish

economy

and in civil governments, with Christ the
head ruling through a human representa-

tive.

It makes the church

That

it is mental,

moral, religious and - eternal,

The, word church is derived from a
word formerly applied to assemblies so
called by magistrates, and then to any

assemblies,

No covenant, consti-

tution, by-laws, or rules for organization
.any more for the church than for the
state. And if specific forms and plans
for either are divinely appointed the
Bible is defective, and tradition or
rationalism must supply
the deficiency.
dear
It is affirmed that there is but
one general church of Christ, and that that

B¥ PROF. R. DUNK, D, D.

general

en in the Bible.

literal and

human in its membership, but divine in
its origin and government, and infallible
in its decisions, The Papal and Mor-

embracing

all the redeemed of all ages and

nations.

That it is spiritual in its origin,

rember--

seems to be justified :
1. By the nature and character of the
government of the church.
Christ is
“King,” he is

** Lord and Master;”

but

not a temporal,but a spiritual Head of the
church. ‘‘A scepter

of righteousness”

is

the scepter of his kingdom, but there
can be no righteousness but spiritual;
none in physical things.
2.

By

the

its membership.

nature

and

character

of

They are Born of the

spirit,” John 3: 8. By one spirit baptized
into one body,” 1 Cor. 12: 13; ‘‘Adopted
children,” 2 Cor. 6: 18, Eph.

1:5.

They

are *‘ Led by the spirit of God,” Gal. 5:
18, They “Live after the spirit, and not
after the flesh,” Rom. 8:

1, 4.

The mem-

" more than a mere

But if Christ is
teacher, the atonement

more than mere moral force, the Bible
more than historic statements, then something more than natural human assemblies may be expected of Christ's kingdom,
Third:
Dualistic.
This hypothesis
affirms that there are two churches, invisible and visible, and

both

constituted

that the church is ‘‘ one

body,” and

not

two.
It is just as clear that there is but
one body as that there is but one head.
Indeed, there is just as much evidence of
two heads for one church as there is of
two churches with one head.

3.

The worship is spiritual, the church

itself is a temple and the members
¢* Lively stonés,” in that building,Eph. 2:
22, 1 Pet. 2:5: and *¢ They that worship
must worship in spirit and io truth,”
Jobn 4: 24,
;

by specific divine
direction. The one
spiritual and eternal embracing all 1]
redeemed of all times and nations; the
4. The work of the Christian church is
other visible and organic, embracing
consequences
those who with rules and votes, lists of spiritual. The incidental
painting,
“members and officers, are constituted of this work may be is
according to the Scriptures. - 1t does not sculpture and architecture; in wealth,
affirm simply that one is cause and the learning and governments ; in general civother
« ffect, or that one is essential and ilization and personal culture; but the
the other representative ; nor, like popery, real work of the church is upon the
that both are one, and alike essential to mind? for the souls of men, for the imsalvation and coextensive in member- provement of character and spiritual conship, but that they are distinct organiza- dition, It is to “convert a sinner from
tions with difterent conditious of membet- the error of his ways,” to ‘save a soul
ship, so that many are members of one fom death.” It is to ‘‘make known by the
“and not of the other. There are serious church the manifeld wisdom of God.”
‘objections to this view of the gospel For this the Spirit is promised,
and by
church :
0
that power ** greater things” even than
1. It seems too closely allied to the Chrit accomplished by preaching were
great errors of the past. ln the days of to be realized.
Moses a visible object of. worship. was
5. But in the nature of the means and indemanded and the golden calf was fopl- strumentalities employed “y the church in

ishly setup. All through the Jewish
history the great confligt between God

and man wag over the

And the

people generally, and, even the - disciples,

for "a long time, "seemed #0 closely attachedto the idea of Christ as a temporal

king that it seemed almost impossible for

them (o aceept of the doctrine of thespiritual kingdom ‘not of this world.”

church

they

anticipated

and this blinded their minds to the nature

_ of the trye church. The Holy Ghost set
them right at the Pentecostal baptism.
But soon the sfleshiy mind, still + ofthe

earth earthly,” attempted to retain visible

ritoalism=-a

visible

church—with

the

~ 8piritual, and then, awhile after baptismal

~/ Tegeneration

was advocated and then

for

long ages the world was curd with the
idea of a visible, tdmporal and governmental church. And even after the great

rreformation the idea of aBvisible,
secular

pertain

SLB

HUITY

of visible

and

local

organizations,

and

qgéstion of ma- their relation to the real body of Christ.

tevialistic or spiritual ‘worship.

=—1t was a visible

its work is seen distinctly the real design

The mechanic’sinsiruments are not a part

of himself, nor amother mechanic; the en-

gine is not a part of the engineer, nor
another engineer ; the pianoforte is not a
part of the musician, nor another man.

Neither are visible organizations a
the church, nor another church.
the ¢¢ Invisible things of God are
seen by things that are made,”

implyihg the existence of two

part of
But as
clearly
without

Gods, so’

the church can employ visitle means for
the manifestation of its doctrines and
spirit, for the accomplishment of its work,

without implying the existence of two
churchies. The work of the church is ac.
complished by houses of worship preaching and teaching, by publications, 1is-

sions and worship, and the use of such

organizations as are neccessary in the use
of these instrumentalities.

It is easy

to

are

itectural plan of buildings, the ecclesiastical plan of churches, and the homiletical
plan of sermons are not given by revelation, but in sanctified common sense.

the near future two other questions

demand

attention:

true Christians

Why

“character, The teachings of moral science |

worship, the plan of a. sérmon

the size and play of a . house

aud civil law, as well as common sense]
ship.
:
Bes
~
wy

While some discard the

the most learned «Biblical scholars both
in England and America, have been at
work ten years, and their version of the.
New Testament

In

all

B-0-dDb-b

in local

WAIFS FROM LEWISTON.

churches? Why demand immersion us a

BY

prerequisite to admission into F. Baptist
-churches ?
or

REV. J. M.

BAILEY,

D. D,

Several different translations of the
Bible have been made into English.
In
the early history of the British nation portions of the Scriptures were translated, as
is

now

doue

in heathen

a

version of John's gospel ‘by the ‘*venerable Bede.”
In the ninth, King Alfred
translated

the

ten

commandments

as

&

basis of English law:
,
In the fourteenth century Wickliffe’s
Bible, rendered from the Latin Vulgate,
appeared at the risk of the author’s life,
but, as it could be multiplied only by
copyists, few were able to

own

it, or dared

to read it at the risk of their lives.
printing
century,

was

invented

Tyndale’s

in

New

the

After

sixteenth

Testament,

lated from the original

Greek

trans-

instead

of

Latin as heretofore, was given to the people; and the old Testament was commenced

and would have followed it, but the author
was compelled to suffer martyrdom before
its completion. The New
Testament was
circulated by the press notwithstanding

the attempts to destroy it. After the
death of Tyndale, Miles Coverdale produced
a somewhat imoerfect translation which he
dedicated

to Henry

VIEL,

who

finally gave

license to print it. Also in the same centary

Matthew's

Bible appeared,

supposed

to be the work of John Rogers, the martyr.
Itwa§ madé up from Tyndale and
Coverdale’s

translations,

revised.

This

copy was modified by - Taverner to conform to the prejudices of the Romanists.
Cranmer’s

** Great Bible” appeared

soon

after this and was excluded from all except
the clergy and nobility. All other versions

were

also excluded

people.

from

Itis now used

the

in

the

Psalter.

common
Episcopal

»

In the days of ‘ Bloody Mary,” some
who fled to Geneva prepared, with the

assistance of Calvin, the ** Geneva. Bible”
so called,
Roman

which

was

the

first »eopy

letters instead of Old English,

also the first one

with

the

chapters and verses as in
our common translation.

The New

Revision,

as we

and

divisions

present

in

of

use

in

learn, is and

will be printed in paragraphs,

as it should

be, with chapters and verses in the margin
to assist in finding particular passages. When Queen EliZabeth came to the
throne, according to custom,

freeom

was

given to prisoners at the coronation, so
that those long incarcerated were permitted
again to enjoy the light of freedom.
One
of the Lords playfully addressed the Queen
saying,” ¢ There are yet four or five others
to be freed.” ¢ Ah! who are they?” she
replied. “Matthew, Mark, Luke, John and
Paul,” he said; ¢ they have long been shut

up so

mon

that they could ‘not talk to he com-

people, who are eager

abroad

again.”

The

Queen

to see them

being a Protes

tant, the cruel laws of Mary were repealed,
those

five

prisonergmwigre

set

free, and

snow-flakes
down from

indeed I believe it uniformly sustains the
same standing among the churches ‘of its
own denomination as exhibited in its mission collections.

and a blast or two. swept
the frozen tops of Northern

restore

the

5

ago, bent over her flower-bed,

poking in,

Wi snow, and lifting off the

surface layer

of soil with

impatient, loving

fingers that she might the sooner catch the
first glimpse of life spricging up from her
crocus and hyacinth bulbs. ‘The minister,
whom I found early at his garden’s edge

selves at Douay, France, which was called
the “"Douay

Bible.”

It

contained

some

HE

the Catholics thought it. would be better
for them to let the 'peoplé have this than
the brher, Protestant copies. It wa issued

spring.

But,

lo!

in

a

night

almost

our

great city sewers swallowed the melting
snow-banks and drained them off into the
wide Androscoggin, and the other day an
inhabitant, home-bound

for a time,

on go-’

ing down town found her rubbersa useless
burden and encountered a cloud of dust.
A vast deal of

worry

has

been

expended

by the city authorities over the safety
of our bridges,as a terrible freshet was anticipated this spring from our wild, rough
river.

But

never

before

were

so

great

:

the city

as

the ¢¢ Missionary

ECHOES

FROM

church,”

and

BATES.

The spring term of the sixteenth year of
Bates College has just closed with the Annual Senior Exhibition, and a large and attentive audience pronounced it quite in advance of the usually good performances of
the Bates collegiates. One young lady of
evident

strength

of

mind

and

self-poise

graced the platform and fully sustained
our expectations of the collegiate feminine. Bates College has easily taken its
place among the more advanced and liberal colleges,
for it at once opened its friendly and encouraging doors to theyouth of the

every childof God on the earth, I would

say to them, Brethren, don't let us stop
our work to mourn over the low state of.
Zion, but get a little nearer the great
Head of the Church. Lay hold by an active faith on his promises, cut loose from

yo
a

every thing that would hold us back, and
would cause

our

promised blessing.

God

to

withhold

his.

The cause of

de-

clension can not be laid to God. Oh,
may God open the eyes of his professed
people

to see a world

lying

fr

in ‘wickeds.

ness and thousands daily going to an endless eternity unsaved! God expects
is

people to do their whole duty.
the tithes

into

his store

Bring

all

house, that

he

may pour out & blessing.

Jand irrespective of race, color or seX.aIt

of the ablest scholars of the

English

speaking nations have been giving so
many years to the work of revision shows
that there is confidence that the Bible is
going to be read for some centuries yet.
The

five

hundredth

anniversary of the

issue of Wickliffe's translation has recently been celebrated with great enthusiasm.
There
is interest enough
taken in the present revision to indicate
that five hundred years hence Wickliffe

N\

and other Bible translators will be re-

garded with as much honor as at present.
Another peculiar indication of popular

interest is given

by

the book-market..

Publishers, though as benevolent as other

men, are yet supposed to be anxious tomake money. They aim to publish the
books that sell,

they are supposed

to be

shrewd men who know what people want
to buy. When they put thousands and.
tens of thousands of dollars into the pub-

is not strange therefore that one #who, has

cises as a. whole

and modern, have had larger and more

ea-

ger audiences than ever before in our quiet

chimuey-corners.

New centers

of litera-

ture and art have been formed among us
during the past winter which wiil widen,
perhaps, into something mbre pretentions

as time goes on. A new enterprise, the
¢* Magazine Club,” has been started for the

year.. A limited number of readers by
paying a moderate sum haye secured the
reading of tén of thé most popular periodicals of the day in turn. There are quite a’
number of thes clubs in our two cities,
and all are satisfied with the terms on
which they have secured so rich a literary
feast,
:
.

But what has become of thé Lyceum
platform? O/Shade of ‘Aristotle! has it
sunk under the accumulation of too much
|elocutionary rabbish?
Or has it fallen
lectures, ‘mostly stuff to be sure,

but there

was generally to be counted upon at least
two performances worthy the hearer's attention,

But the past-seagon we have had

extreme

modesty and that he was a negro.
When
he came upon the stage at last with the
ease and grace of motion so characteristic
of his race, an

observant

person

read

in

his sad and dusky countenance the brooding” melancholy which tells the familiar
story of wronged people. But when he
alone

remaining

pleted in some thirty large volumes cost-

ing upwards of a hundred dollars a set.
Lately issued or mow coming from the
press, are the Speaker's Commentary in
eight or ten large volumes; Schaff's

and

ance were, that he wore an air of

noble falls will break up all

the

in

of the per-

interesting

Midway

formance a youth passed quietly down the
outer aisle of the church toward the waiting-room to await. his turn for speaking.
The two noticeable features of his appear-

charm

cakes of ice that come down, and the great
river will clear itself easily and gradually
from its winter clogs.
;
The inclemency of the winter has made
indoor pursuits more popular as well as
useful and enjoyable. The circles around:
our center-tables have been less interrupted by outside influences or the truancy of
their own members.
Literary folk, classic

were

some parts excellent.

quantities of snow and ice so gradually
dissipated by sun and wind, and all danger
is now passed. The rocks which form our

upon the platform in"our public halls, only

has taken up at lust with the latg Thomas

Carlyle’s advice?—¢ 0 shrieking, beloved
brother bluckheads "of ‘mankind! let us

L close these wide mouths of ours;: let ys
of wo- | the first'of the seventeenth century.
At the suggestion of Dr. Reynolds, of cense shrieking, and begin considering!”
spirit of
[i |

—y

~ Could I speak80 as to be heard by =~

began to speak you

were at once under the
of a born or aor. He stood there
among his Caucasian
class-mates

who had inherited the advantages
of gen-

erations of cultured ancestors, himself
of
African descent, the son of a former slave,

and yet a favored child of nature.
Qther parts have been, perhaps, more bril-

liant,” said the chairman of the committee
at the close of ‘the performance,
‘but we

give thisdeclaimer (the negro) the prize,because he selected what would be considered
a dry and

difficult part, and has performed

it well.” In the burst of enthusiastic applause which followed this speech I read
the manly recognition

of

talent, though

it

New

Testament

five;

Ellicott’s

mentary

Commentary

New

in four

or

in four or

Testament
five,

with

Coma

great

many smaller works. There is a
amount of money
invested
in
books, The fact that publishers
it a shrewd thing to invest tens and

vast
these

think
even

hundreds of tho§sands of dollars in the
publishing of co

1ientaries and similar
works, show that bard-hearted men ef
business do not think that the Bible is

losing its hold on the popular mind.
The adoption of the International Se:
ries of Lessons for Sunday-schools and
congregations-hus been attended with a»
great increase of Bible study. Scores of
newspapers now publish one, two, and
three columns, each week,

of exposition

of the Bible. The Bible has never been
studied as much as it is studied at
present.
And it may be questioned

whether

\
the:

freer handling of the question of insplra-

was that of a negro’s, on the part of his tion, and the novelties’ in Biblical eritifellow-stidents.
It reminded me, by way «ism which seem to have become pecuand which have been
of contrast, of a sharp little retort that I liarly common,
received a few, years ago from a studentof taken as evidences of the lessening of
Bates—more sharp than polite, however— popular faith in the Bible, may not be
when I-questioned him in regard .to bis | regarded as in fact resulting from a

clabs,—*No;”

he

have

and

no niggers

class!”

said bluntly,”
no

women

* we

in

our

*

firmer popular

Twenty-five
; man

faith

in

the

Scriptures.

years ago,in this country, a

who declared his

belief

that

a

Re-

publican government.coutd not succeed,
cation” at Bates may not form an uninter-: ‘and that this country would be better off
esting termination of these Echoes from
with a king, would have been pelted with
A late incident

Bates.

The

¢ Sophs,”

students, had
¢ hazing” fun.

and disciplined.
ment

began

illustrative

minus

of

« co-edu~

the four lady

been engaged in a little
The leaders were detected

for

Then as usual the move:
consolidating

tHe

class

and proceeding against the faculty, with
protests, threats, etc.

But lo!

the ladies

stones

and

only be

mobbed.

laughed

at.

To-day, he

would

The

firmly

mere

convincedwe become of the stability of
our govérnnient, the less are“we troubled
when anything is said against. it. And
so the fact that novelties in Biblical eriticism

arelistened

to so ‘enlnuly, ‘may

‘We
would not join the clas /moyement.
shall have nothing to do: with the af-

sult from the stronger popular conviction
that the Scriptures areindecd the Bible

fair,” they said;

| the one book of all books ; a setof writings

if you choose to engage

|

re-

i
in the sportof hazing’ you can do so, but: unique and special; u volume like no
Redpath with the [rish Land Question,
and a We are, and choose: to be, entirely guiltless | other volume ; one, the like of which. the
ansbawiH-never iuditapgunss
Rew
ge
a
Second ute OrHtrs
ut TIS Lane’ | GP &"Whole mattter: This
his waswas a:damper,a dam, pest
"fii betier | flow
theories
regarding the origi andi
Tra
1-51 course, aud proved
none, and” League-gatherings.~Cun-1t-be thar mankind
to be quite a peck tion Of the. Scriptures nnybo listened to

mistranslutions for their own protectin,
such as
do peugnée” for ‘‘répent,” &c.,.

thao

BY BEV, H. N. PLUM

f°

‘lication
of particular sets of books, it is|
last, spring, is again brushing aWgy
the known its history from the beginntng Tair to infer that there is a great demand’
last remnant of winter from his ga
should say, as one said to me the other
for those books. But people do not gen-- border in eager search for his ¢ brave lit- day :—* How surprisingly well the gradu- erally buy books except to read them ; nor-tle fellows,” those: dainty
white snewates of Bates are doing in the world!
|do they read them unless they areinflowers that are not afraid
to bloom under | What good positions they secure, and
how terested in the subjects of which they.
the snow.
very successful many of them seem to treat.
How much popular interest in the
Here in Lewistol we have long looked
:
be!”
Bible is manifested, then, .by the extenin dismay at the piles of snow that in early
It was my good fortune, the other even
sive publications of commentaries and
winter blotted out all our garden fences ing, to
listen to the declamations of a di- other works in explanation of the Bible.
and hedges, and havedreaded the seemingly
vision of the Sophomore class. The exer- Here is Lange’s Commentary just cominevitable slush and unnavigable streets of

the common ‘people received them. gladly,
Alter this, “ Bishops’ Bible,”kL preparedeq | through for luck of support? Formerly
by several bishops with thé sanction of our city afforded two ‘courses of popular
the Q 1een, was issued. The Roman Catholics also nade a translation for them-

is

bor, a week

’

a

in the way of the righteous wrath of the more calmly from the very fact that there
indignant. Sophomores;
“Such a check Lisa firmer popular conviction that the.

‘can nok but’ coutinue to stand just
might be of more general usefulness in the’ Bible
where it does now, the leading book of
reformation 6f college™anners If it existthe world's whole literature.— National !
ed more widely in all college life.
«% Baptist.
:
:
Ww
fie

bh
[3

}

his

with the old faith renewed and the hopes
which are ever newly born in spring-time,
we await the burst of bud and the stir of
germ which shall..bring back the full
promise of summer verdure. My neigh-

oo.
vy

royalty
of

His mantle of ermine

ter of ice, broken at last into a thousand
pieces, floats securely down to, the sea on
the bosom of swollen streams.
Already,

In the eight century there was a translaalso

to look

rent and lies scattered in shreds here and
there on plaid and hill-side, and his scep-

;
one and

Winter

ever), it has pursued its good work uninterruptedly for the winter. It is known in

hills can’ not

benefit of the common people.
We have
an account that in the seventh century,
English songs were rendered from Latin
fragments of the Bible by Ceedmon, a cow‘herd, assisted by the monks of a monas-

tion of the Psalms by some

HAZELTON.

>

HOED ON.

POPULAR INTEREST IN THE BIBLE.
‘Some say that the Bible is losing its
hold on the popular regard. But there
are many facts which seem to look in
and the effects of the revi-’
In the first
val spirit which has been marked in Au- just the contrary direction.
burn throughout the winter, have been place, our Bible Societies were never
more active than at present, in printing
most prominently with this church.
Returning to Lewiston again we find and distributing the Scriptures in our
that the old mother church has, pursued own land and in other lands.. We can
the even tenor of its way. More conser- not give the exact figures, for they are
vative, perhaps, than either of its chil. confusingly vast. But such’ a continued
and increasing circulation of the book
dren, it makes fewer changes, and so
its
does not look as if its power was lessenwork is more steady, and less demonstra:
Sh
tive and noticeable. Except a natural ex: ing.
citement for a few weeks in regard to the
It is worth noticing with how" much
resignation of its pastor of eleven years’ popular interest the new revision is
standing (which it did not accept, how- awaited. The mere fact that companies

back over his shoulder, hesitatingly, at his
‘vacated throne, as he has been doing for
these past few days of late March.
A few

banished reign.

countries, for the

tery in, Yorkshire.

IDA

It is of no use for Old

ENGLISH VERSIONS OF THE BIBLE.
BY

will soon make its appear-

ance. We can afford to wait patiently and
criticise slowly, as every man will have
the privilege of judging for himself,

will

not admit

to membership

common, and ts shatow | prove frtheom
rewrote, Tt Wold
Bible.tural,th thes
sexesl [ton
Thikoved,—
yt “are right and “§erip
“tor-the Peeple-to-have
by. the.e-genera
this

—————2Thetendency of this theory is to pide laws and doctrines given:
But it would
physical and moral worth upon
sam
not be easy to find the order of exercises
level and thusto destroy:all moralthe churc
h | “for public

commanded

by the Biblical laws of love and labor or
they should be abandoned. But the arch-

ship and worship. That it is one in - constitution, work and relations. This view

mon churches are examples, with histories bers are members of Christ's body, 1 Cor.
too red in blood and black in crime to 12: 27,Eph. 4: 12, Col. 1: 18. This mem
need exposure in this connection.
bership must be spiritual, as declared in
Second:
Socialistic.
That
certain 1.Pet. 2: 5. These texts prove beyond a
truths are presented which men believe, doubt that the relations between Chrisand in view of which they act and organ- tians and between the church and its
izea8 with reference to sciénce, phil Founder are spiritual and not physosophy or civil governments, without any ical~ And with equal clearness, and
special divine principles of organization, by positive statement,
we
are ' told

. spiritual or temporal.

of worship and sermons

|
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specific that
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oggin,
mind, but
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ratherjust
clusiv
more than the averrevealed
définitely
like
the
instructions
age
amount
ternal
things
too
often
leads
to
an
equal,
the
men
died.
In
1606,
the
books
were
of
wor
has
k
been
dona during
Froowill Baptist Printing Establishment, if got higher respect for external religion respecting
the tabernacle ; and others see distributed among the remaining 47 in six the winter.
The! Second . F. B. church
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
membership undér their leader, Mr. JorPresbyterianism with equal _cértainity.
than for internal holiness.
all’ letters on business, remitfances of
dan, have been engaged apparently in good
nest.
*“
The
‘Bishops’
Bible’,
was'
the
Others
see
the
exact
pattern
and
laws
for
8.
This
doctrineleadsto
a
centralized,
id ii By should be addressed, at Dover; N. H.
independent churches with ‘all ths basis, faithfully compared with Tyndale’s, honest gospel labor. Mr. Jordan, a young
= Al
communication designed for publication oppressive church government. This is
« doors,” offices, &c. There are general Coverdale’s, Matthew’s,Cranmer's, and the and successful business man of Auburn;full
oh Sddressed to Editor The Morning Star, clearly seen in the history of the past and
Dover, N. H.
in the polity of Romanists, Greeks, Copts laws covering all these subjects, and as Geneva version, and with the original, and of zeal, has put the same elément into the
corrected where defective.” © This trans- working force of the church and a wide inand others, and if there are exceptions in in all life’s work, reason and common
ormis +
23.00 per year, if paid strictly
Pgs sobbed Vr Gy the Be igh some modern sects it is owing to the sense must be exercised in the specific ap- lation was given to the world in 1611, and crease of Christian vitality, with a continu.
slowly against the prejudices of the people ous revival spirit,has pervaded its services
first thirty
ys, and $2.50 if not.
neutralizing influence of their other .doc- plication. We must have places of wor-- made its way into
The friends of the church are
general use by its su- all winter.
trines or the influence. of surrounding ship, but of what size and form the Bible perioF merit.
It has new been in use 270 confidently looking for quite an increase of
does not speak.~ We must have sermons,
spiritual forces.
its membership as a result.of their winyears.
As
the American
encyclopedia
4, ItAeads to ecclesiastical supremacy but whether topical or textual, whether “says, ‘¢ Its faithfulness, pure and strong ter’s labor. On the other side
of the river
‘over the state and to state churches.
It as short as Jonah's to Nineveh or
Eoglish, simple yet digrified style, and its the Auburn church are convinced
that
, APRIL 6, 1881.
God has orgairized
the visible church long as Paul's all-night sermon we are common acceptance by persons of all they have secured ‘ the right man in the
with specific rules and “polity, then it is not informed. What'is called the vis- classes and shades of religious belief, have right place.” Their new and young passuperior to the state and ought to control ible church is but the manifestation of given it a combination of advantage over tor, the Rev. J. J. Hall, an Eoglishman by
Heaven weeps above the earth all night till it, for no such claim can be set up for hu- the:trne church, the .instryments in its any rival.” This is our commén Bible birth, and a disciple, I understand, of the
work. And ashe use of instruments in which iwe are prejudiced against giving up London Spurgeon, has win the united
man government,
and the Pope was
morn,
53
In darkness weeps as all ashamed to weep,
right when he put his foot upon the neck the human hand show the mental’ forces for any new revision, but superior merit hearts of his people. Since his late settleBecause the earth hath made her state forlorn of the king, thus indicating the divine
which guide them, so. the visible things would be sure again to win its way in the ment ‘the congregation has notably -in~}|
With self-wrought evil of unnumbered
:
creased, his evening services and popular
of
the church show that the church itself end. °
rights of ecclesiastical rule,
years,
¢
The
committee
of
revision
that
was
lectures are attended by large and attenis
spiritual.
"Local
organizations,
houses
5. There are no rules of procedure givAnd doth the fruit of her dishonor reap.
appointed in
1870, comprising
some of tive audiences,
THe
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followed their doctrine, were defiled with |
sin, infected with their corruptions, and
ill thorale, and yet suspected no danger
by them. The contagion insinugted itself, and was insensibly caught, and those
that caught it thought themselves never
the worse."—M. Henry.

$. 3. Department.
Sunday-School Lesson.--Apr. 17.
[3

(For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

THE PHARISEES

+
M.
T.
W.

REPROVED.

45.

DAILY READINGS.

The Pharisees reproved. Luke 11: 37—47.
A similar sermon. Matt. 23: 23—3Y.
Pharisaic traditions. Mark 7: 1-13.

T.

Pharisaic cunhing.

¥.
8S.

Pharisaic hypqerisy. Matt. 23: 1-15.
Pharisees silenced. Matt. 22: 34—46.

8S.

A

council called.

GOLDEN TEXT:

Matt. 22: 15—22.
Jobn 11: 47-57.

“ But do not ye after their

works ; for they say
23:3.

and

do

in

which

before

the

differert

circle,

his words, as he and others

had

37.

Pharvsee.

is,

in

out

first

Mark

washing,

7:

3.

as

was

* Christ's

learn of ‘him

disciples

to be conversable

morose."—M. Henry.
38. Marveled. By

must

and

not

reason of instruc-

tion and habit, the Pharisee thought

it a

matter of the greatest consequence.’ He
seems to have expressed his wonder in
words.
39.
Cup

and

platter.

Jesus

at once

seizes upon familiar objects to illustrate
great spiritual truths. = His real reference
isto the external rites, ceremonies and
observances about which the Pharisees
were so- particular. Ruvening.
Extor-’
tion, taking by force more than they
ought. If the heart is clean, the behavior

“will be correct.

‘The

their ceremonial

observations,

contrast

differs

from

reference
that

is to

but

the

conduct to inner, unseen motives.”—
Schaff.
40. Fools,
Thoughtless persons. God
. is not deceived by outside appearances.

** Such partial cleansingis not cleansing.”
—8chaff. ‘Did not the maker of the dish

especial benefit derived

from speaking

recognized.

Most of the real embarrass-

This ex-

those who hear, it may

profit.

it ‘that

will

aid

be. related

with

But this experience, before

it is

given to the public, should be studied.
It may have been in regard to some special trinmph over opposing foes. It may
have been a personal experience of great
interest.” The rehearsal of this kind of

The

purpose

would

remained

be clean

unto”them,

“Works of
wouldbe Blessed of God.
“mercy out of a sincere heart are a congition of true spiritual cleansing.”— Abbott.
The Pharisees were noted for their covet]
ousness.
42.

Woe.

Nota wish, but a statement

‘that woe must follow such conduct. Tithe.

Give a tenth part. Mint and rue. Garden
herbs. The law did not require them to

We have known church

members, who

were ready to contend to the bitter end
for some little man-made prescription, or
some little churchly

custom,

for

which

there was not a particle of Scripture warrant; and yet these same people, so hotly
contesting jots and tittles, would not
hesitate to break both

tables of the

law,

if temptation offered.
And yet
they
counted themselves extraordinary Christians, because they found themselves so

¢ With the heart man

believeth,”

when

‘‘ confession is made unto salvation.”
In some cases, the * testimony” amounts

to a most humiliating confession of sin.
There can be no doubt that ¢ confession”
in the real and true spirit does the sinner
much good.
We have sometimes heard
brethren and sisters confess themselves
to be great *¢ sinners,” to the utter surprise of all who heard. One of two
things must be trie in regard to such
confessions:

(1)

The

party-confessing

fired with zeal.

not be loyal to the Heavenly

over-2,000.

Col. Conwell’s Monday evening class
in Tremont Temple, Boston, numbers
about 1,000.

On a recent occasion, there were twentynine Chinamen present in the Bible

school of Trinity church, New York, and
in

the

evening

of that day,

another

of

them was baptized. — Baptist Teacher.

It is not the Sunday-school which keeps

Father.

If

this life is a warfare, the comparison of
soldierly tactics may be profitable. But
that comparison must be honest and exact in order to the highest profit. Inasmuch as religious science includes the
very highest order of: knowledge, it must
invite the most profound study. It relates to everything with which we are associated

in this life, and to

all

that

hope for in the next. ' Then it must

we

fol-

* do this, but the Pharisees insisted upon:
children and young people from attend- 16w, that those who are to speak upon reit. See Lev. 27: 30. Pass over judging church. The fault is at home, where ligious subjects should be arduous and
ment. Neglect justice. Jesus does not
there is"often a lack of decision on the constant students. We must not be miscondemn_ them for carefully observing
subject of church attendance. There are led. This rule’can not deprive the humthe law, but’for failing to do the more some people who rise on Sunday morn- blest child of God of any special priviGod. The
important things. Love
The student in religing too ‘late to get both themselves and lege in meeting.
true foundation of all acceptable service
ious
lere
may
not
always
be a student of
their children ready for church. Parents
to be “Our Saviour says that they
Some of the most thrilling
who are in earnest about it, will have" letters.

were

pre€ise in doing small matters which

. the oo had not expressly commanded,
while they omitted the greater things
which it enjoined.”—Barnes. ¢ The con‘ductof the Pharisees, unhappily, does not

- stand alone.
FE —

There

huve

never

been

wanting those who have exalted the
second things of Christianity far above
the first, and in their zeal for the second
things have finally neglected the first
‘things entirely.”"— Rule.

little trouble in enforcing the presence of
their children at public worship.— The
Sindy.
Among the ‘duties of superintendents,” so frequently discussed in Sundayschool Conventions, it might not be amiss

to consider, sometimes, the duty of re-

In the end of

signing. A superintendent may arrige
at an age, or other circumstances may
arise, which should lead to a measure of
that kind.— Bible Teacher.

‘of the synagogue towards Jerusalem, and

Whatever changes come to the Sunday-

43.

{Uppermost seats.

considered the most honorable; usually

0 i

0.

3.

“

BY REV. L. C. CHASE,

thoroughly successful and
interesting
gathering.
It is a quality found in every
well cultivated business intellect; and

In a former paper may be found a programme of the next Ministers’ Conference to be held in connection with the II-

business success.
Why not therefore
apply the principle in religious work?
Is it not as essential, and is not the de-

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE.
#

linois .Central Yearly Meeting;

and I

school its methods

will

continue

to be

truths have

fallen

from unlettered

lips.

Neither must we suppose it to be indis-

pensable to our highest happiness that we
*¢ speak in meeting.” It is indeed pleasant to impart & -fresh and vigorous
thought, when we have it to give. It

may be ih such cases, even,
blessed to give than to receive.”

* more
It is a

tedious method of taking ** testimony,” to

invite individual experience without any
very definite fact tg..be established. A
shorter

and

more

satisfactory

method

would be to have the truth, designed to
be established, distinctly stated and | then
as distinctly verified.
:

It is the opinion of many

tha! in

of putrefaction, full of covetousness, envy
; and malice ; and yet they concealed

it so

~artiully with a profession ‘of devotion,
“list they who eeaYersed with thew, and

glothful in business.”

If there

in

will sustain you.

is

a

de-

and consequently

such

fervency of de-

termination tot make the most possible
ofall our opportunities for development in
spiritual things, that the idea of tardiness

would be unendurable.

We have known

| a ministers’ institute to be almost a total

failure,—result of so
late.
Tamaroa, 111.
wn
ac

many Soming
:

the discussions. Every .minister should
be present so far as possible; and indéed
we should be glad to pote a clause in the
constitution requiring the presence of all,
exceptas duly excused. It would be
highly gratifying indeed if the ministers
of this conference could thus appropriate

about three or four weeks to theological
discussion, instead OF less than that numberof days. Nothing could be more advantageous to the Freewill Baptist interest in Southern Illinois than an enterprise similar tb that which, for several
years, has been in successful operation at
Chautauqua, N. Y., where, for about four

in

upen him, tor he-careth for you.”

He says that ** He hath calléd thee by thy

name and will hold thine

BY

“Casting all your care upon

Him

for

He careth for you.”
He careth for you, humble believer,
wherever
you are, and however lowly
may
be our
lot in life, for **God is no
respector of persons, but in every nation
worketh right-

eousness is accepted with Him,"

is owned

and blessed. as His child and adopted
into the bogsehold of faith.
Corofort
your hearts with this assurance and
praise God, that, in the economy of His
grace, he has made the way so easy and

has

words. on

record

left

so

for

many
your

him to

gracious
encourage-

ment.
It did not please

and

wil;

life, ndr angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, nor thing present, nor things to
coe, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature shall be le

to

separate

you

from his love.”
O, how-can we help exc iming with
the prophet — though from
dnother cause
~*‘‘ mine eye, mine eye runneth down
with tears;” my heart is melted within
me and overflows with love and gratitude
when I think of the wonderful provisions

of his grace, when I think of his wonderful love and mercy; and if he has of.
fered to us salvation through Christ “*with-

out money and without price,” will he not
also give us freely through him all things
necessary

for

our

peace, happiness

and

growth in grace?
|

a

dha

THE PEW AND THE PULPIT.
BY

REV.

B.

A.

SHERWOOD.

We have purposely reversed the usual order in this caption. Pews are first:

then pulpits. Or if figuratively applied,
the laity is first; after this, elders may be
appointed.
What is
resent relation of .one to
the other?,
what ought this te be?
Evidently
t which will secure the
highe8t good of each, and will prove the
greatest blessing to the world.
But this
answer is indefinite.
Under the old regime the government
of the church was wholly invested in the
and like

the

pendulum of the clock, have gone to the

ree

CELIA ¢ BAN FORD.

plain, and

hand

keep thee,” and that “neither death. ‘nor

clergy, and no doubt reached an extreme ;

HE OARETHH FOR YOU.

|

Car:

the palms of His hands,” and that ** Even
the hairs of your head are numbered ; "

but we have let go of that,

ee

he

Casting all your care

eth so much that he says that “He that
toucheth you toucheth the apple of His
eye,” that *“ He hath graven thee upon

se-.

mand anywhere forthe application of this

place of meeting in time to take part in |. he that feareth Him and

say,

can render me some great
honor me with some costly or
rifice, I will take you under
tion, I will care for you and

“If

you

service, or
noble sacmy protecadmit you

to the privileges of my favored ones.

If

other extreme. It is difficult te adjust a
watch 80 as to keep time accurately dur.
ing the changes of the year: bat it is
more difficult to regulate the church,
since the changes are so frequent and
irregular.
To be reliable, both the
watch and the church must be full jewLelled and chronometer balance at that,
But good jewels are scarce, and so are
men in the church who will bear constant wearing withouv friction or murmuring. Ifasystem works well, it is
strong evidence in favor of its utility, and

vice versa.
The old meihod of church government
was unlimited episcopacy ; and the people were conipelled to ‘endure the evils
arising from the connection of church and
state. This system became oppressive
and of course did not work well.
When
any party, whether political or ‘ecclesiastical, usurps authority so as to become
despotic in its rule, universal displeasure
is uroused. Tread on liberty and tke
intuitive principle of justice and they will
turn. A wholesome republican government is best for the people, and so is
apostolic or congregational government

«

you ‘will watch, pray, fast, struggle,
weeks, thousands gather every year for weep, work
and make yourself worthy
the discussion of theological questions,
of my care, it shall be my pleasure to
and where also the Sunday-school interreward you;” but he would have you best for the churches; but as id the one
est and the training of" children are, as simply
to trust in him.
[ow gas it case 80 in the other, there mustbe a head
they should be, of prominent consideraseems, and yet it is the hardest lesson to the body and executive control, or
tion, There are gathered the great dithat many of us have to learn.
Its very waste of power is sure and weak results
vines of the age, and with these an army simplicity
confuses us. If we had been inevitable.
of skilled laborers from every department
Now, while Freewill Baptist churches
bidden to do some great thing we would
of religious work. The programme usu- bave
overturned everything in.our zeal are independent bodies and have a right to
ally extends from five in the morning. till to
have accomplished it, but when the exercise their freedom, it is a great overten at night, and consists of prayer and c¢dmmand
is to go quietly downto the riy- sight to abuse that freedom; and when
experience meetings, Sunday-school and
er and lave in its cvoling waters wo see no | independence .Decomes blind in action
Bible class training, and -the finest lect- merit in it, or, overwhelmed
with a sense | rand willful in utterance, weakness isi sure
ures from the best gifts of the nation: It’ of our ‘sinfulness
and utter - unworthiness to follow, if not disaster. Pod-auger days
not be expected of course that the a false humility hinders us from . trusting are gone by,
spasmodic religion passes at’
entral Y. M. can ‘do all that that all our interests, and all that concerns a discount, and sensational
benevolence
us, temporally aud spiritually, to his ten- adds little strength to the church. Reason
der care and guidance. And so we per- and revelation must guide us henceforth
feast in spiritual and intellectual things sist
in carrying our own burdens, stag- or. we shall be distanced in the race.
would be of great value to all. We
Other things being equal the clergy
gering under their weight and erippling
would get just the inspiration that’ all - so
ought Jf know better than the laity what
the energies of our being which mig
| much need in the Lord's vineyard ; and if spent in loving service in our Master's
for the church, and in action at
held in the fall would do much to incite cause.
)
laity ought to acknowledge this
the
Nr
to religious effort, and contribute largely
‘Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace as well as to recognize the fact. Now if
tegthe interest and success of Yevival : whose mind
is stayed on thee because
this be true, why do any of our churches
work.
©»
he trusteth in thee.” How many Chris- refuse to comply with our rules of disci"
It is much to be hoped that at eur next
tians enjoy this perfect peace, or, rather, pline and methods of work ? How can a
annual conference the time will be much how many
there are who do not! and member be truly loyal to our faith and
more thoroughly appropriated to relig-’ yet it
is the blessed privilege of all be- practice who refuses to acquiesce in these
ious ‘Work than ever before. Why not lievers. The
faint-bearted Christian has and will teach others to do the same P
have a five o'clock morning prayer-meet- but a
sorry time. The lukewsarm and
Why do our churches refuse to put in
ing, and this each day followed by ear-' balf-hearted
are but dwarfs.
They will practice our order of discipline in the case
nest consecrated work ?
never grow "to the stature of men and of an unruly member? Also in raising
In making out the programme,
wé
women in Christ.
The faith which we funds to support our benevolent sociehave endeavored to select suhjects from need is two-fold:
it gives all and takes ties, why do any members of our churchwhich may be gleaned points of the all: He whu gives
but dues not fake, or es ignore the ‘card system” of doing
greatest practical value;
and we feel ‘ takes but does not
give will be disappointthis, when the plan has been adopted by
sure that. a proper development and
ed.. The command is, “Son, give me
the body, and experience fully proved
prayetful study of these, various subjects,
thine heart,” and when we have obeyed its value? Again, installation servi‘will serve in no small degree to ‘promote that command
in the fullest sense, the ces have been recommended-as beneficial
the interests of our work iin Southern Illi- promise is
given,
The Lord thy. God to our churches, .and expefience has clearnois,
i
sball give thee rest from thy sorrow, and ly established their utility : then why do We need something to ‘infuse into ‘our
from thy fear, and from the hard bond- some of the churches and dome of our
every beinga more heartfelt interest for
age wherein thou wast made to seive;” ministers, also, neglect this? If an inthie salvation of souls, aud for the general
and it is ours to accept this promise in- stalldtion service will do no more than
advance of God’s kingdom on edrth; and
thie fullest and most complete sense,
simply to lengthen the pasterates a little,
now before closing this article, —already
Think ef this, ye who are “toiling” up surely above all people, we ought not to
toaJong,—I would call attention to a few
Bteep and difficult ascents, who are wad- neglect this! But it will do much more,

given to distinguished persons. Greet- distinct from ordinary formal discourse.
4ngs. The markets were not only places Occasionally a pastor is unwise enough
“ Speak and let your wants be known;
of traffic and business, but also of general to speak disparagingly of this Bible serSpeaking may relieve you.”
:
’
resort for hearing and. telling the news. vice method of religioms instruction, but
Here the Pharisees hoped to receive con- we venture to say that any parents having
It is true that speaking is sometimes’
spicuous attention, and to be saluted with a son inclined to rationalism would. set done’ through great personal embarrass:
"much ceremony.
2 far higher value on a frank conversation ment; and when that embarfassment is items essential to a profitable gathering
44. Accordinggto the law, to.touch a between him and the pastor as a counter- conquered there sseems to be a personal tri- at our next annual mesting :
grave defiled a man. One might easily influence, than upon half a dozen ordinary {'umph. But it may be stated that most . 1. Thorough preparation.
We wean
‘tread upon an unmarked grave, and so sermons, ~ While a pastor’s Bible class is embarrassment in this direction comes earnest and appropriate
study of the subbecome unclean before the law; so con- not for private * conversation,
from a positive barrenness of thought. We ject proposed for consideration.
it does,
This
tact with the Pharisees would defile a nevertheless, afford all the members the insist that inspiration . now-a-days’ comes sort of study will awaken aninterest in
man, Sesause of their inward corruption, opportunity of putting questions and of through ‘knowledge. Tiere wis. never our own souls, without*
which we must
Bn

mand for success here, as great as

cular affairs * If there is a religious duty
in the world it is that we
be
* not

* Come

Cast your burden upon the Lord and

without it there is no genuine, permanent

deem it appropriate to add some suggestions and call attention briefly to a few
items essential to a highly profitable and
interesting gathering.

promises.

unto me,” he says; “all ye that labor and
‘are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

Pronjptness is indispensable to a

gatherings. - There should be ‘such a
glow of interest in our - Master's work,

for

- acquire, but should give freely, and what

IEEE

annual gatherings a great deal more may
be
accomplished to promote the interests
no higher aim than to appear godly beof our Zion than is, usually, on those ocfore men. They lull conscience to sleep,
casions.
As a theological school they
and deceive the world as to their real experience is always profitable. But it
characters by the practice of some cheap is always best in such cases even, to be “should be considered of the greatest importance ; and all the discussions, whethe
and common duties. Thus they dream #ble to speak with intelligent earnester of practical or doctrinal consideratien,
ness.
The
report
of
a
battle
must
corof safety when destruction is fast coming
should be of such a nature as to contribupon them. They are proud of their respond with facts {n order to be of real
ute to the best possible discipline both ot
morality, but if their inner life were interest. The word ¢‘ foe” must be dismind and heart.
“ly
»
tinctly
defined,
and
thers=must
be
no
un-brought to the light, if their secret
As reported in our ¢¢ Year Book,” we
certain
inferenee
in
regard
to
the
*
trithoughts, motives and desires foma single
have in this Yearly Meeting forty oryear, were published to the world they umph.” Personal experience is of but
dained
and eight licensed ministers; and
would be compelled to hide their faces little interest, unless it deals in details; what
a vast amount might be accomand
the
details
of
very
common
experiin shame and confusion —Rer. BR. R
ence are hardly worth the rehearsal. plished al our annual conference if only
Meredith.
/
No
set, tabulated form of speech has in it- this little army can be induced to move
A story is told of a Jew of later times,
any inspiration of genuine thought. - The with all the interest the case demands.
Rabbi Akaba, who, beingin prison, used
. It is much to be regretted that we can
‘“ testimony,” as it is sometimes called,
for washing the water brought to him to
is often exceeding cold and formal, con: only devote two or three days to these
drink, saying, *“It is better to die of
sisting of a few words and sentences, annual conferences ; and still more to be
thirst than to break the tradition of the
learned as a parrot learns his lesson. regretted that so many should come in
elders and die eternally.”— Eugene Stock.
late, or perhaps fail entirely to reach the

purity which is the essence of true godliness, there are many who seem to have

has fallen into this attitude without any
distinct idea of the real character of a
It
is
a
very
easy
thing
to
tell
others
which it was made? And can it answer
—this_purpose without being clean in the|"shat they ought to do ; and many of those -*“ miserable sinner”; or (2) The werld
inside as well as on the outside ? "—4. who are most dogmatic iin defining duty, has been woefully deceived in regard to
are themselves the most dilatory and de- the true character of those whose confes:
Clarke.”
‘linquent in performing it. There are a siodal words give so much surprise.
41. But rather give alms. Exactly,
great many who are only sign-posts, There are, indeed, times when the de“give compassion,” referring to the inpointing the way, but not walking in it. voted Christian experiences great humiliward feeling, rather than the mere outation of heart. A clear sense of the pos—Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson.
side
expression.
Suchn things.
The
sibilities of human glory and human
NEE.
,
HAL
things that are within. Dr. Clarke makes
greatness does sometimes prostrate the
this refer to “the things in the dishes, or
SUNDAY SCHOOL NEWS
AND NOTES.
soul. But positive sin is-a willful disowhat they had in their houses, and to
Rev. R. R. Meredith's Saturday after- bedience of God's revealed law, and chileach that they should use no extortion to
noon class.in Tremont Temple numbers dren who practice such disobedience can
form it so as to answer

c

element of churacter, it is at our religious

in Matthew.

There the outward legality’ and the in.
ward immorality of their enjoyments are
, in strict contrast; here the outwardly
purified cup is opposed to the inwardly
corrupted heart of the drinker; external

and - honest thought.
And this holds
true everywhere, in- all kinds of meetings. Iam quite y shre that there is no

his invitations and

until we shall pot only get ideas that
| with sincere and deep’ unction. But,
consistent life moves mightily in’ the shall be new and interesting to ourselves,
world. It would seem a little ‘queer per- but shall also have command of a good
haps to have a special subject of dis- selection of words by which these ideas
eouyse for every religious meeting. And may be expressed; and we would add
stranger still if that. subject should be that conseeration of “heart in prayer is
given cut at least one week previous to essential, as well as concentration
of
the meeting;
But we are quite certain mind in study.
that this method would give new life and
2. Glow of religious zeal.
*‘ Fervent
interest to the%prayer and conference in spirit; serving the Lord.”
We have
meetings, appointed for religious im- ‘many lessons in ‘Scripture’ commending
also |
provement.
The Spirit of God will al-" warmth in religious work; rand
ways aid the earnest inquirer after truth. severe reproofs for indifference or lukeAnd it is certain greater progress can be _warmness : ‘“I know thy work that thou
made if the distinct point of inquiry be art neither cold nor hot: -I:would thou
placed before the mind. Fheredare so wert cold or hot. Sd then, because thou
many questions of thrilling interest com- art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot,
ing to us from the great geperal truths of I will spue thee out of my mouth.” ~ Our
the Christian religion that it will not be enthusiasm in temporal things is some:
difficult to find one appropriate.
The times almost unbounded; are not the
precious hours of Christian fellowship reasons for zeal in spiritual things inficould thus be made: hallowed,
The rule njtely greater?
is a safe one, to refrain from speaking
It is lamentable.to witness the provi
when you jhave nothing to say, and to ing indifference among many protessed
seek every reasonable opportunity to Christians, in interests directly connected
with the salvation of immortal souls.
give a good thought active circulation.

these

a show

customary.

have two essential constituents: fit words

‘anywhere, except these two elements are

APPLICA TIONS.

GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTE~~ MAKERS.
Instead of aspiring to that inward

A religious sect of the

of their religion.
Besought.
Rather
strong ; simply asked. To dine. Exactly,
to breakfast. Sat downto meat. With-

.

“ Words fitly spoken are as apples of
gold set in pictures ofsilver.” This is a
beautiful picture.
Gold is a synonym
of wealth and beauty. It is esteemed for
its intrinsic value, and for its embellishing power.
Words are said to be gold.
But they are only valuable so far as they
are made to represent thought,and thought
has real value only as it corresponds
with the principles of honesty and truth.
Therefore all efficient speaking must

‘there are points in

Faithful

Jews, proud, and fond of making

BY PROF aw. BARKER.

full of interesting experience.

failed to

the

AND

ING.

III. The law of love to God is higher
perience may -be common to all Christhar any law of ceremony.
IV. We best honor the dead saints By. tians. It is proper and profitable when
Christians are assembled, that this expeimitating their holy lives.
rience be.related to a certain extent. If

do in public. ‘He would not give those
reproofs to any sort of sinners in general,
which he durst not apply to them in par: }
ticular, for he was, and
Witness.—M. Henry.

them

Give

CONCERNING SPEAKING IN MEET-

ment in attempting to speak in meeting
arises from the fact that the speaker has
ought to take his religion into every
nothing especial to say,—the're has been
company into which he goes.
no
special
preparation.
It is true
II. No law of courtesy compels one to
that
the
lives
of:
earnest
Christians
are
approve of sin.

of the

to entrap the Saviour

sepulchers.

I. It is not necessary for the Christian
to separate himself from society; he

audi-

hypocrisies

Buildthe

THOUGHTS

Pharisees.
One of this sect invited him
to dine with him, hoping, no doubt, to
find a chance,in the free intercourse of the

private

all the

about which they

outward honor while neglecting to follow
:
their teachings.

as will be seen by a study of the circumstances. If is very likely that Jesus, on
rebuked

By in-

47.

our Saviour

denounces the Pharisees with great plain-

ences,

46. . Lade men with burdens.

were careless themselves.

ness and severity, is similar to -apnother
recorded in Matt. 23, but not the same,

several occasions;

:

sisting that men should observe
traditions of the elders,

«Notes and Hints.
discourse,

lawyers

and

. Scribes

exclusiveness.”—Farrar.

mot Mais

Luke 11: 37—47.

This

Lawyer.

were the same. They expounded the law,
copied manuscripts, gave religious instruction and devoted their lives to rabbinical studies. Reproachest. Literally,
* insulted.” *¢ Jesus here charges ‘them
with tyrannical insincerity, persecuting
rancor, and theological arrogance and

Commuintions

ing through rivers of sorrow, and carry- as experience and observation prove,
ing burdens too heavy for human shoul- | While there is no loss sustained in be-

ders.

One is waiting to: relieve

all this, of whom it is written;
took our infirmities and bare

you

of

¢ Himself
our sick-

neéses. He hath borne our griefs and car-
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| mistake
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whatever opportunity nay be afforded be fair to allow even, that it is difficult
him to preach the -gospel by means ofa sometimes for one to tell whit he does
Congregational Bible, class. em Gonghiga JknoWw quite clearly. Flippant talk-has in
tionalist..
:
it no greay power Aeopt accompanied

proportionate to the amount of interest
felt by the speaker, or writer. Al-o the
time devoted to a ‘subject sbould not be.
limited. Let therg be a constant, prolonged and Yigotous application of mifid
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The Ingersoll scheme may

vied our sorrows. In
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everlasting inheritance. ~~
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others the holy of holies. They are per:
mitted to lead the trembling spirit up to
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lows: —

DO YOU KNOW JESUS?
I was walking hastily along a crowded

words, *¢ Sir, do you

know

Jesus?”
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For

Cough,

the good news of salvation among the

each intent upon his

rand.

who can not refrain frown tears when they
hear of Christ's love, and they often. say,
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of wisdom and graéeware found.
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¢an to restore and preserve it, and
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to amputation for the good of the body as
the last extremity. So we are'to'see to it

governed

by evangelical

move from the visible ranks of the faithful, such as prove themselves to be unworthy of a place among the followers of
Christ.”
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from opium, which was

fiphT"action pntil we have exhausted every
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as fhe last alternative to the life and hon-

or of the: church.
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then.
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together
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" How often has hasty, rash excommunication which, perhaps, wasin accordance

all whe have. ever existed, called here ‘the

with strict justice, ‘“ rooted up

church

wheat,” and produced a worse state of
things than would have existedif the tares

and

in

heaven

the

«church triumphant.” Tt is also applied
to particular denominations, as Roman,

also the

had remained until the harvest.
We should seek for unanimity of church
action. If a man has broken his covenant

‘Greek, and Protestant churches, and to
sects or vy
of Protestants, as Bap-

tist, Congreg#tional, Methodist.
time, however, as a specifi¢ “organization,

formed for the purpose of administering its

should be taken to restore

him,

but

proselytes to its numbers from the world ;
and more especially we have to do with
it, in reference. to the discipline of its dis-

We do not find in the New Testament
any account of the specific'organization of

been guilty of gross sin, the church should
be prompt in commencing labor, but deliberate in action. They should do nothing in the heat of passion, under the influence of prejudice, and without the spirit
of Christ. Action should be delayed until

= church in the modern.sense.

excitement passes away.

orderly members.

or form of covenant is given

No creed
us,

but

we

spirit of meekness have a wonderful
power to sooth
the passions and reconcile
the minds of the/lovers of Christ to the

find such principles and general rules as
are essential to the existence, perpetuity
and prosperity of the Christian church.
They are left, however, in a somewhat
crude or disintegrated form, like the precious metals which are to be dug, smelted

inevitable ; and,}if ejection must come, to
secure harmony) of action without schism
and without rooting up the wheat.

. The means of church labor are not carnal but moral and spiritual. Itis a matterof right and wrong, of the conscience,
of the heart, and we should be unwearied in our efforts, and get as near
the conscience and the heart as possible.

and utilized as necessity requires.
In course of time, a change of 'circum-

stances, | self-preservation and
est

effigiency

of

the

the high-

church.

Time and the

demand-

ed a more systematic organization. The
* conditions of membership and the by laws We should move slowly, carefully and
of daily life not repugnant to the spirit with wisdom from on high which is profit+ and letter of the gospel were to be adopted able to direct. This will give time for
as circumstances required, to serve as passion to subside, and for cool, deliberate
guides in practical duties.
re
thought and sober reflection which will
# Wefind

existing

different

church government.

modes

of stend more to penitence

The three principal

elders.

of bishops

We do not mean that we should be indifferent or vacillating inthe matter. The
church is by no means to conceal, to palliate or t6 harbor sin or to apologize for it
in its membership. She should be kind,

distinct fror

The Presbytery is a government

composedof ministers and elders or pres‘byters (Presbuteros). The Congregational is a government vested in the membership of the church which claims the right
of choosing its own officers, of observing
‘the sacraments, of having public worship,
“+ -and of disciplining its own membership.

ek, charitable, cautious, and yet decid-

ed when she comes to final action.
This slow and careful manner is implied
in the three steps which Christ gave for
settling a difficulty with a brother.
First, go and try to settle-it ** with thee
and him alone.” If you fail, then ‘take
with thee one or two more.” Ifthis does

It claims that the church is the highest
“body—the source of all power.
Other ec«clesiastical bodies act for their constituents who alone can give, validity to their.
decisions. Every member has a voite in
matters pertaining to the church, such as
the reception and rejection of members,
‘which are determined by vote.

not succeed, bring it before the church,
‘ and if he neglect to hear the church, let

him be unto theeas a heathen man and a
publican.”
These steps necessitate and sustain the
course of deliberation
recommended.
They consume time, and give the trespasser all the opportunity he can ask for
to rectify his position and réturn to his

Jefferson,

-several years before the Revolution, said
in reference to the government-of a Con-gregational church near him whose meetings he frequently attended, ** That he
considered it the only form of pure democracy that then existed in the world,

duty.

final action.

colonies.”

Hume

said

‘‘that

rare

inal is sometimes rushed into

court,

and

them the whole freedom of their constito-

‘“ A man that is a heretic, after the first.

tion.”
of
These are the general principles of our

and second admonition, reject.”
the same principle. “If he

‘church government.

in the

against thee seven times in a day and seven

mem-

times in a day turn again to thee,saying, 1
repent, thou shalt forgive him.”” ¢ Then

‘We believe

“ Hinevent right of churches with all organbodies to discipline their own

Here is
trespass

bers. They have the right, nay, it is their came Peter to him (Christ) and said, Lord,
daty,to'call to account any member guilty
of heresy, apostacy or dereliction from
duty.

by

*

.
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The first object of all discipline is to re“store the member, not to reject him. This

demands ptisuss, perseverance,

tender-

how oft shall my brother. sin against

and I forgive him? till seven

me,

times?

Jesus saith unto him, 1 say not unto thee
until seven times; but until seventy times

seven.”

:

Aault ye which dre spiritual restore such a so also do ye”; ‘Love. your enemies,”
-one.in the spitit of meekpess; éonsider‘Bless them that persecute you, bless
also be

tempted.

Bear ye one anothers burdens and so fulfill the law of Christ.” Restoration if
possible is to be'secared.
The
object too often:is to convict and
‘expel ; and the testimony is-presented by
~*~ an advocate witha specialplea,as
ina civil
«court,
and with no more spirituality or
meekness: Christian labor should be unn with a very different object, ‘and
qo

purity

not

"the.

and curse not ;” ** If thine enemy hunger,

of

character sways an appropriate influence.

We see this illustrated every where.

Not

what men profess, but what they are; fur-

nisies the test of value.
Most find
their true level.
Those in high places
follow the same law.
One defective ‘in
character may shine and excite like a meteor for a while, but eventually the truth
appears. (ae with sterling qualities may
be long obscured'and hindered, but will
not finally fail. A marked difference is
observed in ministers of the gospel.
Some with brighter parts and more eloquence are not as influential

their inferiors in this

some

of

respect, owing

as

to

People consider

ance.

——AN

interesting correspondence has

>~-o

>

pF=Tur

* Centennial

Record”

is

now

ready for delivery.
an,
Price, one dollar per copy, with ten cts.
for postage, orsix copies for flve dollars.
\
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BRIEF

NOTES.

It is said that the Sunday editions of the
New York Tribune and Sun sre financially
unprofitable.
That ‘Waggests the question—
Are they profitable in any:sense?
Of course,
if we must have Sunday papers, those of the

Tribune's character are preferable.
‘The superintendent of the city schools in
Los Angeles, California, is a woman, who won

the position, it is said,
some
State,

in ccmpetition

with

of the experienced educators in
The lady isa native of Ohio, and

been a successful teacher in Southern

the
has

Califor-

A gentleman who has recently bad an interview with Senator Mahone in Washington,
writes us that ‘‘ he seems as firm as the hills
on the question of giving the colored man his

relation to what may be termed thé estab-

H.

ical interests of any party ; or
‘wise or right,
Ta
SE
Ar
¢ |
any public or private injury; but it is
deobservance of: those THE opium trade between British In’ signed to effect the
dia apd Chioa stan

Vt.,

ing a commercial

in Wisconsin. ' It prohibits
provides that any person who

ask another
to drink
person

consenting

at his expense,
to

drink

enable the school to accomplish
results.
:

:

band of Freewill Baptists use

was called Hard

Times Church.

0 meet in what

the - hill the Unitsrians planted

Higher

what

up

was

known as Fine Times Church,” he might have

Winisters and Churches.
:

yl

a

#

yy

4i

”

as

|

is

°

:

will remain

with the

Mr. G. A. Burgess is sick and

confined

last two Sabbaths. It
of this mission to know
bas visited most of the
(Shenandoah) the past

bis pulpit at Richmond.

L.

Mr.

of the senior class, has received

W.

eration.

Gowen,

to

sion.

the’

‘consid-

the

Mr. JJ. M. Remick, of the senior class,

continues at Sabattus. Mr. F. E. Briggs, of
the middle class, is conducting a boloidy ig his
church at

New

Gloucester;

twenty

have risen for prayers Mr; G.

N.

persons

some of

Musgrove

can

largely

and hopes are entertained of larger and

to

J

New

- ‘The Washington St. church and society of

held

a meeting

10

nights in the town df Maple Valley,

the

or 18

near

the

Sharpville church, where15 souls were converted, mostly heads of families, including one
man over 60 years of age; about 12 will unite
with the Sharpville chprch when baptized... .
Rev. J. T. Sifton bas gone to Lincoln, Nebraska, and intends to labor in that State
if the

of

Lord opens the way.

He desires

the address

of Rev. Geo. Bullock, who went West: a few
months ago.
The Ortonville church was left without a

pastor April 1.

Rev. Geo. H. Howard has

la-

bored with this people eleven years.
They
have an excellent new building, good parson-

age, and quite a goodly number have been con-

verted during the meetings held by Rev.

Myers
were

since

the dedication, Jan.

baptized March

20.

A. A.

27. Four

Others

have united

with the church and will be baptized soon.
Any minister wishing u location in Mich. will
find here plénty of work; and

a working

peo-

on ‘their

house

*

ple......Rev. N. H. Farr left the church at
Goodrich also April 1st. This church will be

busied with extensive

repairs

of worship for'a part of the season, and will
then need a faithful man to labor with them.
«s.ooRev. E. M. Corey expects to remove
from Davison Station

These

about

three churches

the

1st

of May.

are among

the most

progressive of our denomination in the West.

Burlington F. B,church

have

extended

a

call to Rev. R. Martin, of Byron, N. Y., to

become their pastor and he is now
church and expecting to remain.

with the

Minnesota.
Rev. A. ArSmith has so fur recovered from

and humble

Hampshire.

Intelligencer reports

Michigan.

-

Needing # supply

Brunwick.

Religious

Rev. G. B. Cutler

in the church within the last

preach to any church

bres

.

Ohio.

The church in Poland (Oak Hill) enjoyed a

P oh

.

Rev, O. E. Baker moves to Ohio to assist in
the care of aged, feeble parents by leave of
absence from the Waterloo, Iowa, church. His
address, therefore, until further notice, will
be Marion.
.
Bro, M. L. Huntley, of Keystone, has received
license to improve his gift for one
year, His first sermon was well received.

visit and a sermon from the Rev. John Pinkham, on a recent Sunday. This is one of his old
fields of lubor, during which occurred the erection of a good-house of worship, numerous conversions to God, and general Christian growth
of the church. Bro. Pinkham said, * more

erty

Chepachet, R. I.,
to bear from our

Western.

$50, for which they wish to express their grat-

The friends of Rev. O. F. Russell in Buxton
have increased their donation, which at first
was $26, to $65. * Elder Russell is now at lin-

post

a

to

town and to
;
of two years
There wus"
during the
been one of

My

baptism of 11 converts at Carleton, by Rev. G.
A. Hartley, and 16 at Moncton
by Rev. A.
Kinney.
.

_A goodly niimber of people assembled at the
parsonage at Cape Elizabeth a few weeks

God, and of special service in the
our denomination. *
Rev. R. Scott closed
pastorate
with the church at White Rock.
an addition of six to the church
first year; the second year has
great trial,
et
y

in

It

New

the faithful and eflivient services of former
pastors, hav
asion to thank God and take
courage, ft
gracious benediction on the
new pastoral. relation.
:

persons had died

work

precious

of

The

On the whole, the church, whilst appreciating

since and left their pastor and wife the sum

very

was a good day on Camp Hill.

more

testimony

is still

a

eight of the students of that Institution.

to

her love for the cause of Christ.
The Sundayschool library has
ben replenished at an expense of a hundred
dollars more, and a neat
and convenient baptistry put into the vestry-—
a very appropriated improvement, of which
other churches would»
do well to take note.

sn

of provipg

work

such

few evenings since, rose for prayers, some
having since found peace in believing,
It is
expected that quite § number will be received
to church fellowship at the next conference.

glorious results. - There are other encouraging
items of improvement ‘and prosperity.
The
late Mrs. Dingley, wife of James Dingley,
*Esq., left by will $1,000 for the use of the

itude.

fail

result of

Nova Scotia.

time arisen and requested prayers for their
salvation.
It is thought some 15 or 20 have
commenced a religious life, and others are in. quiring.
The spirituality and activity of the
church have been eonstantly on the advance,

church,—a timely and Christian

-not

The

connection

time

in

hun-

The religious interest in the Beaver River
F. B. church is unusually good. About 38, a

made the occasion of pressing’ home a good |
In

one

friends.”

a marked feature of his work.
They are not
merely descriptive Seripture lessons, but are
with them, several persons have from

from

congregationsthe

fice address will now be
where [ shall be happy

of

those who have not hitherto had connection
with the Sunday-school, and to. which he léctures on the day’s lesson each Sunday, numbers 70 or upwards.
His illustrated evening
lectures, delivered to- a full house, constitute

deal of practical, gospel truth,

the conversions

: the years to come. Sabbath, the 20th of March,
N. €. Brackett, of Storer college, baptized

prosecuted it to the present time with energy
and a purpuse. The congregation is large and

composed

the

progressing.

Lewiston Journal, Mch, 81.
Rev. J. J. Hall commenced labor with the
Auburn church the first of December and has
His class,

In round numbers,

mission may be net down

dred and forty to one hundred and fifty souls
during the last winter and spring, and in

will preach at Greene for the ‘present, where
Mr. Gowen preached his farewell sermon.—

increasing.

the

mentioned,
Martinsburg, = Shepherdstown,
Har
Ferry,
Charleston, Terryville and
Winchester.
At the last mentioned place, between fifty and sixty have professed conver-

to his

a call

Ferry

will cheer the friends
that the revival spirit
churches in the valle
winter. Among th

sharing largely in this good work, may. be

home in Providence, RB. I. Mr. R. W. Churchhill (Junior) of Shapleigh. hus been su plying

church at Milo, Me., and has it under

parish, and

me great pleasure to be at Harper's

Maine.

bis

long

sickness

that

he

is able

to travel,

and has now goneto spend a few weeks at the

Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Although his church

has been supplied with able preaching during
his sickness, yet they bave suffered much
for the faithful pastoral

work

that

he

under-

stands how to ‘do so well,
Under his labors,
the church has been graciously blessed,
There has been ‘no preaching and no Sabbatb-school in the new field of Mdzeppa sinoe,
last fall, the pastor being away most of the
tithe raising funds to erect a chapel.
The

house was raised and inclosed by the first of
Feb.," but they had not means to seat it.
Since then they have secured some chairs,

and

had preaching in the new bullding March 20th
Jong the
HirstSabbath
time, They
to have
preuchevery
and ope
to get
the Sunday-

-8chool started after a little. A donation was.
held in the chapel during the winter for the
ed that the whole debt, $2,000,is provided for pastor, Rev. J. M. Haskell;

and will be paid by the first of Jan., 1882.

church and society

are well united.

The

The 8.

8. is in avery flourishing condition.” Daring the
past few months a

marked

religious

interest

hus been enjoyed, and several of ‘the young
‘people and children have entered the Christian

lite. For all of this our hearts are filled with
gratitude; and we earnestly ‘pray that our

of¥psoni,

fl
tA

York.

flourishing Sabbath-school in the

Eastern.

added that-the *“ hurd times church” has long
been pursuing a. career of prosperity and bless- »| heavenly Kather may make this church poweri 0g, while the ** fine times
eh
church” — we can ful in its influence for good in this city,:
Re
3
:

ing, condition

New

-the religiohs interest is increasing.

church on the Hill, has been signally blessed of

4

When the correspondent who wrote “ Proy-

interest

West Virginia.
;
Rev. A. II. Morrell writes :—*1It has afforded

pense, shall be linble to arrest’ and punish. Dover, have enjoyed a very pleusant and
prosment.. “When the bill was introduced it
“was perous year. At the close of the financial
referred to us » senseless and impraeticable> pear ending March 31st the treasurer reported
iden, and few people thought it would become
2 current expenses paid and a balance in the
law.
But now that it: has passed, it is at- treasury. The pastor, Rev. I. K. Chase, report.
tracting quite wide attention,

a

‘Rev. H. N. Plumb

its bes
tne

July

11, 1880, have been sewhatever married
pendent upon the traffic for its. revenue, ‘couple will gos:to the* That
priory, and kneeling
oh cured for the ensuing year ending April 1,
i8'a very lame one: the cost of the foolish | © Wo sharp-pointed stones, will swear that they 1882. Since Mr.Avery eame among ‘them,
»

|

-}

general, this comparatively small

at another’s ex-

religious

ditional funds are still greatly meeded to West Valley church another year. There is a

leadership in the society, and a reliable ministry, with charity, promptness and stability. in

or any

The

to Home and Foreign missions...

department. - But ad-

tury. The society has a property now valued
at some three thousand dollars, in excellent
condition and free of debt. Good counsel and

* treating” and
shall hereafter

:

| netted the sum of thirty-five dollars for their
treasury. The money will be appropriated.

D., of Starksbere,
Vi. towards establish=—

a prize offered at Dunmow, inEssex, England, | NLbe services of Rev. N. A. Avery; who assumed
excuse that the Indian goverdment is de | in1244, by Robert de Tyzwulter, on the follow- church pastoral respof®iflities of the ¥. B.

_iquity, or wink at scandal ; neither can it |
afford
to deal unskillf
or ully
harshly with
Lo a member of the body of Christ. “If thy|

=

festival recently holden by the Little. Mission
Helpers of the Mt. Vernon church (Lowell)

and

ME Wants
to.
kaow- the nieans
-R. R., or
bh,” an expres sion which | “Maineor Co icord & Portsmouth
og of * D
g | he bus found in reading. It doubtless refers to within convenient reych by private team,

ghurch,--and-

its. usefulness.
afford to cover up, or countenance
in-

fof 5

deepening, and it is confidently expected thas
conversions will soon be reported.......The

Minard, M.

ious light has been constant, uniform and convincing in all these years of nearly a half-cen-

8.

lished order of things before pushing it idence Notes” to the N.' Y. Watch
Tower
too far. Keeping a Sabbath on a day or suid that ** On one of our hill-sides # struggling

Speaking of ‘church discipline, an in a Way; on the part of a few, that tends
author says, ** It isnot to ‘pander to hu- 10 the encouragement
of Sabbath desecraman domination ; or to subserve the polit- tion among the many, can hardly be either

M.

its Christian character, and efficient in sustuining the gospel and recommending Christ, the
only Rock and foundation of hope.
Its relig-

Burrage, of Portland, effectually dispel the
~OURRENT TOPICS.
statement thatwe referred to some time ago,
——THE Sabbath Recorder, the denomina- to the effect that the practical operation of the
tional paper of the Seventh-day Baptists, ¢ Maine law” had greatly increased érime in
seems to realize the tendency of its | that State, The facts show quite the reverse
4
Seventh-day practice towards a violation of that.
"A paper by Ralph Waldo Emerson, on his
of the law of the Sabbath. In its last is
personal impressions of Thomas Carlyle, made
sue it says: |,
os
up from his unpublished letters written at the
But are there not those among us, who time of his first visit to England, will appear
openly and habitually do business on the in Scribner for May. The publication is
Sabbath?
Perhaps business copartner- made by specidl arrangement with Mr. Emerships are formed upon such a plan as in- son and the Massachusetts Historical Society,
volves - Sabbath-breaking.
That such
things have been done iu the past we before which the paper was read, and in the
know, and we feariL is so now. How in- minutes of which it is to be printed after its
consistent.and destructive is this. The appearance in Seribner.
A novel temperance law has been enacted
existence of such a state of things is death

spite of any plea we may offer injjustification of our conduct. We are as speckled birds in the forest. All eyes are upon us, and it becomes us to demean ourselves accordingly.
_ ‘Any peculiar belief naturally ‘tnrns the

another of $100 from R.

2) years, than were now its members”—that is,
50 or more members had passed,away since his
first pastoral work among them.
In the time,
several families had suffered beavy bereavements, of very excellent members of the
church. The church, since its organization 4H
yeara ago, has been well united, consistent in

nia for several years.

York Independent, prepared by Rev.

feed him”; *‘ Overcome evil with good.” attention of people towards those who!
Such passages teach us with 'what hold it, and it is wise to duly consider its

kind of spirit we should treat the erring:
They are precepts which we are too apt.
to forget and neglect to adopt.

look

is holden on Tuesday evenings with an atfend.

The spring term of the Bates Theological
this most dreadful of all vices, intemper- | School
closed on Friday. Of the senior ig

But

The man

* Forhearing one another and forgiving to the Sabbath cause, and this, too, in

ness, wisdom and
the spirit of Christ, one another,if any man ‘have a quarrel
«Paul says, *“ If a man be overtaken in a against any ; even as Christ forgave you,

ing thysell lest thou

ciated, and so devoid of due repute.

generally they go together.

MER an

as soon as possible hurried away to his
punishment. ‘This may do better for' our
courts than for our churches.

and

Massachusetts.

anceof about fifty,

we may mention one of £500 from J.. M.

harm in it” but'at the same time, it is
indeed discouraging to men in authority
who, for the good of the masses would
gladly use their influence in thé way of
suppressing crime and immorality, to see
eminent educators practically sustaining

uisite in this regard is character.
All do well, therefore, and - especially’
the young, to consider carefully this sub- rights,” and that as compared with this quesject, and act upon its principles.
As we tion *‘ he regards the financial issue as a suborwould win success, as we would do a dinate one.”
worthy and noble work, we must. faithAn article in the Lewiston (Me.) Journal
a few weeks ago, and now another in the New
tully form a substantial character.

the

i

Mathews, Esq., of Burlington,

chief among the class who ** don't ste any

It is therefore a most interesting and vi- England jn—éarly colonial times. The
tal question, What can be done to stay the first Quakers who arrived in Boston, twu
growing tide of error and vice, and save women, after being stripped and examinthe young and rising generation from the ed to seeif the devil's mark was not upon
.| them ‘as witches, were sent to the jail,
destiny that awaits them?
:
Few fully estimate the importance of their cell’ window was boarded up, and
character. As we move in society it is they were left without food or light, until
character that determines our position. It the master of the vessel that brought them
is not indeed . they same as --geputation. was ordered to take them to Barbadoes.
There myy be, at least for a tine, reputa- He also adduces testimony to the perpetraition where character is wanting ; as there tion of many other still worse acts of opmay be character not understood or appre- pression under the cloak of the law.

have a backing, and an indispensable req-

among

hope

The ordinance of baptism was administered
Sunday afternoon, April 3, by Rev. A. J. Eassman, preparatory to the organization of the

of education. © It has recently feceived
several liberal -donations, among which

a large peroentage of alcohol and not including light wines, cider, beer or ale.
And so it is that the promulgation of Dr.
Crosby’s. doctrine is destined to have the
grefitest influence and to do the most mis-

quenters of bar-rooms and. saloons, ball- ordering that proceedings against them be
rooms and theaters, given to the follies stayed and that any of them who might be
and passions of the hour, with little prisoners be sent to England for trial. Dr.
This is | Ellis shows that the Quaker’ prisoners had
thought for the great hereafter.
the cloud that darkens our horizon. been released from prison previous to the
There stands the example of ancient na- King’s order being received. Mr. Whittier
in his letters refers to historical authorities
tions despoiled, debauched, overthrown
b§ sensuality. Ours will not be an ex- which give a dark view of the ‘freedom
ception if we pursue the same course. to worship God” that existed in New

not merely what is uttered from the pulpit, but who uttersit. Sentiments must

us where the church is called upon for immediate, summary expulsion, as the crim-

in Great

Britain they (Congregationalists) had
kindled and preserved the precious spark
of liberty ; and that the English owe to

The cases are

pastor

precious and permanent work of grace.

also of all who value the best intérests’

roilitary posts and stations in the United

been going on,through the column of the
Boston
press, between Mr. J. G. Whittier,
reality of a weak and worthless life. We
the
poet,and
Rev. Dr. Geo. E. Ellis,anent
owe much to the young men of to-day.
the
historical
accuracy of the former's
In our great national conflict many of them
late
ballad
entitled
‘ The King’s Missive.”
came nobly Forward,
and rescued their
The
point
in
dispute
is whether or not the
country from its peril. Our various in- |
dustrial and moral enterprises are largely Massachusetts magistrates only relented
/¢as the author alleges) in their persecution
indebted to the same class. ~~ Other multitades of youth are- in, the of the Quakers upon the reception of King
proud downward way. They are the fre- Charles II's message to Governor Endicott

difference in character.

If he is not reclaimed he will have

no plausible cause to find fault with

and had concluded that it would be the
best plan of government for the American

“

reformation

than haste and apparent revenge.

~are the Episcopal, the Presbyterian, and
the Congregational. The Episcopacy is

a government

and

The church and

to perpetu-

denomination’ to ‘which’it belongs, but

States, to signify only liquors containing

scious infant furnishes the profound -.philosopher or statesman.
The same law:
equally applies to moral character. Like
the noblest productions of nature it is of
slow growth, subject to numberless vicissitudes, and dependent on every variety

of circumstances. Often youth are regard-

He has undertaken

haps too late they awake to' the the ‘sad

no

Harmony .

is taking the place of confifsion, factions are
becoming united, the church is redeeming its
covenant, twelve persons have turned fo the
Tord and others are having
their minds called

| Benominational Helos.

and, the

ed the sale of all intoxicating liquors at

bor,long and arduous, that from an uncon-

vain imagioations and dreams, until per-

ordinances,sustaining preaching and other ‘haste in rejecting him. It would be betmeans of grace, promoting the spiritual ter for him to remain as a tare than to
welfare of its members, and making root up the wheat with him. If he has

1860. Endeavors
are being made
ate the custom.

to define the meaning of the term ** intoxicating liquors” by interpreting a recent
orderof President Hayes, which prohibit-

but all knowl-

less of this law.
Precious time is wasted, opportunities slighted, loose indulgences allowed, the thoughts occupied with

obligations and neglected his Christian
duties, but has not been guilty of any
gross out-breaking sin, persisignt means

We have to'do with it, at the present

ciplé of Dr¥Crosby.

la-

began poor.

edge has to be acquired. Great is the la-

till

:

perservering

it has differingin value,

up the tares ye root up also the wheat
with them.

earnest,

Most of our rich men

was penniless ; but working and waiting,
making the most of opportunities, he acquired a vastfortune. So with learning.
There eg
alike. If the mind at birth
is not a tabula rosa—a white sheet, it is
without any inscription.
Susceptibilitiés

such a way as to ruin the tree, or €Ven 0
do more harm than good a
Christ's instructions in regard to the tares
and wheat are to the point. Shall we
gather up the tares? was the question.
‘ But he said, Nay; lest while ye gather

derive

would dever have been waged,

—r—

there has been a growing interest.

to the subject of their souls’ immortal interest,

treal Witness well says:
Had England been as anxious about her
own duties and other people’srights as she.
has been about her rights and other people’s duties, then this useless Afghan war

When Girard landed in Philadelphia, he

limb of the tree alone than to cut it off in

it from the German kirche, which corres
ponds to the Greek ** ekklesia,” the
word used in the New Testament. This
word means originally an assembly called together for any purpose good or bad ;
but when itis applied to Christians, it
means an assembly united in one place
for the worship of God. It has several
-other applications, ¢. g., it is used to de~ -gignate the whole body of Christians ex‘isting in the world, or more extensively,
militant”

sult of patient,

‘bor.

tify this. It would be better to let the dead

which en) belong-

ing to the Lord.

are to

against schism. ' We are not unwisely to
destroy or divide the church by our action. It must bean extreme case to jus-

THE OHURCH AND DISCIPLINE.
The word church (Scottish kirk) is
-derived by Some from the Greek adjective

kurios or kuriotes,

We

about

not quarreled nor repented of their marwithin a ‘year and a day after its celebra:
shall receive a flitch of, bacon.” The
was first claimed in 1445, two hundred
after it was first offered, and‘since that |

The incorrigible member, for the honor hateful opium traffic would have been stopnew church in Worcester, for which purpose
and integrity of the cause of Christ, must ped, and Indian finances would have been
the council will meet on Thursday of this
in a better position to-day,and there would
be rejected.
Green Mountain Seminary,
-| week... Fuith Mission.(Lowell)
is meeting
=
SE
“have been many happy homes both in
with great prosperity under the. erergetic and
Eugland and China to-day which are de‘There
has-been
no
time
since
its
foundaOHARACTER.
solate or filled with the mourning and tion that the prospects of this school have able superintendency .of Bro. A. L. Russell,
Preaching services are holden Sunday after.
The formation of character is a work wretched. There is hope in the future.
been more flattering than now. It is do- noons followed by the Sunday-school session,
of time. Wealth comes not usually in
ing a thorough and systematic work, and and the attendance is so large as to crowd the
the mass, but by small aceretions—the re- ~——ADJUTANT-GENERAL DRUM is. a disshould have the support not ‘only of the chapel at all the services. A prayer meeting

bers suffer with it.” This passage implies that we should hesitate and delay

All communications designed for publication

A%

bave
riage
- tion,
equal to
prize
govern- years

the amount of the deficit in the
ment finances for the year. The Mon-
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.
There was a good deal of merriment at Lan in this shabby, unmanly way. Her
temptation, though he knew it -Wwas: : Georgie’ a expense the first time the fami- grief for the loss of her husband, coupled
naughty, to give Freddie's nose a sly lies met afterwards, in talking ‘over his with the ha¥d necessity upon her to start
pull. Georgie ran off laughing, and Fred- search for May flowers.
:
out for the first time in her life to earn her
.

| Bot
LOST DOLL.

” —Fonce had a-sweet little doll, dears, —

\

The prettiest doll in the world:
Her eheeks were so red and so white, dears,

And her hair was so charmingly curledy
But I lost my poor little doll, dears,
As I played in the heath one day;
And I eried for her more ‘than a week,

dears,

_1 found my poor little doll, dears,
As I played in the heath one day:
Folks say she is terribly changed dears,
For her paint is all washed away;

And her arm trodden off bythe cows, dears,
And her hair not the least bit curled;

Yet, for qld sake’s sake, she is still, dears,
The prettiest doll in the world.

:

A WINTER NIGHT.

-

The vale and hillside grown aweary,
Lay sleeping in their winter shroud;
And thro’ the midnight dark’ and cheetless,
No star ray lit the shadow land.
Upon the clouds, like demons fearless,
The spectral forms of winter stand.
autumn’s glory

.|
to awake.
Growing tired of sitting so still, ‘he:
finally got down, found a picture book;
she always allowed him to look.at and
amuse himself by looking at the pictures.

Gujerat alone, which’ the Brahmins declare to be different forms of Siva’s consort, the conversation naturally took a
more practical turn as to mothers in gen-

“What

to-morrow?’

There seems to come the echo, ¢“ Never!”
%

But lo, a Spirit still as even,
With steps so fairy like and free,
Seems floating thro’ the depths of heaven,

7%"

ITeave it all with Jesus,

Nellie

numerous

little

rills chasing each other through the yard.
moment

shining brightly, and

‘ from all appearances we soon should

see

his bright face again.

by

the win-

grandma’s -room,

his chub-

by face pressed close against the glass
‘watching the water pouring down the
pipes into the tank. He was a’ happy,
pranks

and

mischief from the ‘time his black eyes opened in the

morning, till Grandpa

shut them again at night.

Sleep

But just

now

his face was clouded, nof from anger or
ill humor evidently,

for

it was

more

a

grieved, disappointed look, as if he felt he

* had nota friendin all the world. The truth
was he

himself.

didnot

He

know what

had

room, harnessed two

gone

to do with

to the

chairs

for

sitting
horses,

and had just got nicely seated on his
coach (another chair with ‘a cricket on
it), had the reins and long whip in his
hand and was

shouting,

‘‘ Dit

Shish!” when his papa, who

up, Kate.

was intently

reading the * Genesis of the New KEngJund churches,” said rather emphatically,
~ 44 Georgie, I can not have this noise. You
must play somewhere else.”
Of course he had to forego that amusement; next he tried playing ‘‘ meeting.”
He placed all the chairs he could conven-

iently get in rows, one before the other,
for the ** peoples;” then mounting baby’s
high chair he began his service.

He

in-

tended to sing real loud, pray “our
Father” and then preach, but again. his
fun was interrupted by mamma saying
that sister Nellie was asleep, |and poor
brother Freddie had the headache, and he

must play meeting
some, other time.
She helped him place the chairs back in
. their proper places, and told him he

might go and speak the piece she taught
him

yesterday,

to

grandma.

was

un-

still sleeping, Freddie still

er with a smile as he. came

MILLY.

full of

little

tucked up in “the comfortable ; papa still
reading, and mamma very busy at the
{ sewing machine. Georgie tookit all in
at a glance, and felt his spirits droop.
- | Mamma looked up from her work howev-

Down eame the pelting rain. It played
merry music on the zinc roof of the
piazza, beat a lively tattoo on the broad

roguish little fellow,

your

derstanding her words or tears.

APRIL SHOWERS. ”

in his

child!

awake,” remarked Georgie, not quite

Famalp Carle.

dow

of their

speak your new ‘verse for me.”

“God bless you,

Bid forms of love and bope arise.

Sherman sal

full

household

newspapers

After

some learned talk about the hundred

eral.

and

«Well and bravely said,’ spoke up

ws,

A good many different views wére expressed as to’how far men’s lives were
really shaped by a mother's.influence,and
whether, after all, ** mother worship” was

Ed. Slate, who had been the ringleader in
the mischief.
‘I myself was thinking,

not really the most natural form of adora-

after day, it wouldn’t be

Awa

in,

Brother Freddie tay sick with ry cold,
&
sofa, and Geor- |

as he passed, that . he would
and ask him if be did not feel

ell enough to play. + Jnok-knile”. Hef

en-

quired how ‘grandma liked his new
verse?
¢¢ She did’nt tay much about it mamma.
Only she

taid,

‘Dod

taid if I always
they'd be

left

safe,

'n

bess

’oo

tings

she

child,

°

with’ Desus

kied.

Dess

she

liked it pitty well.”
Georgie now made a search, for a little

basket he claimed as his own property,
and having found it, came to his mother’s
side
yet?

to know if ‘‘ by-m-by” had come
Justthen mamma's brain was busy

as well as her hands. She was planning a
programme for the next missionary concert, and so absorbed was she in her
thoughts that Georgie repeated his question a number of times before she, even
heard his voice. Then she only guessed
at what he said, and replied |in a dreamy
sort of way,
Ei
LE
* Yes, Geprgie, I think so.”

wh

Without another word Georgie slipped
out at the door unnoticed, basket iin hand,
without either coat or cap. The sun was
just disappearing behind a thick ‘black
cloud and already the heavy rain drops
began to fall. He hurried through the

yard, taking care to step’ in the middle
of every puddle, twas such fun to seé the
water splash, then as the rain came down
‘in torrents on

his

little

bare

head

and

shoulders, he began to rua and cry av the
same

time.

It was, a sorry Jooking little mite of hu-

manity that opened Mrs. Colby’s door
and entered crying lustily.
L

“he

rs. Griswold's husband was

killed

would bring his basket, and he and his
little playmate May

would

go

out and

when I went out from

dinner

that if we boys

on’ like this, day

-went

this

long

noon,

before

we

enough, and let's stop it right here.’

o¥our road while on duty as an engineer,’
said Mr. Carpenter, as

he

walked

you see yonder

on the

corner,

with

and

has

‘and all try and see how much like our
own Eastern homes we can make it.
Don't let's say

more or

Presently Ed.

basement

less

that we would be decent and go to church,

to

but that we would insist that our

me,

dinners should wait

that she could

see
we

school,

and

call

¢ ¢ We always eat horseradish on jellynone

was

the

had

so

Sundayher

a class of

us,

‘You

young men now seem as if you were my
own sons; but I must tell you that at first
I thought you to ‘be she most ill-bred boys
1 ever saw. I was on the point of giving
up the house when something—I really
don’t know what did happen.’
‘“*We all happened to think that we
have mothers of our own, Mother Griswold,’ said I, and that was all she ever

cake where I came from,’ said Jim, very
solemnly, to Mrs. Griswold, when she

who

to

notwithstanding

been brought about, she said ts

empty the salt-cellar into your pocket,
and sing out for some horseradish, which
yout know. she hasn't got.’

to order some
in a new supsalt, together
Slate straightcrackers and
the great be-

remain

which,

Sunday

afternoon,

young men, composed largely of us, her
former rough, Sabbath-desecrating boarders.
Ae
‘ We were amply repaid for .our kindness to her, for in sickness or in health
she sought our every comfort, and was a
mother to us indeed. One day, nearly_a
year afterthis new order of{things had

Here,Jim,

came in with regrets that there Was

in.

until

many home duties, she

Yon see we make ita point to

wilderment of the poor widow,

there

us fix up, when Sunday came, and accom-

for more,’ continued Slate.
¢ And, Benjamin, it’s your turn to eat up the ‘sugar.

in the house, and promised
at once. She soon brought
ply of milk and sugar and
with a bottle of catsup that
way poured into a bowl of
milk, and began fo eat, to

down

for her on our way to and from our depot,

“¢ Look here, Tyler, it's your turn to

[To me]

when

shops, and offices. But what pleased
Mother Griswold more than all was to see

ere is
ye run the hebang to suit ourselves,
and just about drive the old lady out of
her wits sometimes.’

clear the table at every meal.

out,

one of

said

to-night,

Was

well-stock-

havegfengr “struck.
You
‘man of the house,’ and

drink up the tea milk

sur-

blacking our boots, we would presently
fall to the pleasant task of splitting up a
good supply.
.
‘“ We got into the habit also of calling
at the post-office, and doing other errands

¢ This is just the gayest old place to board
we

was indeed

pany her to church. We had observed
the walk and talk of this church-going
Christian woman, and we not only voted

I was

Slate

with the

selves by giving a lift now and then to
some of the heavy work about the house.
Did one of us chance to notice an empty
water-pail or an empty coal-hod, they
were straightway filled. Did we happen
to see that her stock of kindlings in the

ed table, and answering their many questions.

widow

prised by our changed demeanor and
quiet ways.
She was surprised, too, td
see how handy and obliging we made our-

rather too uproarious, however, I thought ;
them, sedted familiarly at the

keep mum,

¢ Mother Griswold, as we soon fell into

home-sick. and all of them seemingly
bent upon having all the fun they could
get out of anything that came along,
“They gave
a cordial greeting,
and in a very brief space

good

the way of calling her,

and .presented

some of them Eastern boys,

but

new order of things.’

she already-looks tiréd and discouraged.
Perhaps our boys worry her some,’ added
the paymaster, in his kindly way. ¢ Tell
her you are one of our new men from the
East, and that I sent you, and she will
make you comfortable, I know.’
~- J was-an entire stranger in the place
and‘to'all the railroad boys, and was
Lomesick enough, as carpet-bag in hand,
I trudged down the muddy street of the
city,

a word,

and surprise the

anxious to have her succeed.
But it is
new business for her, and I can .see that

western

here

** The Eastern Boy's Home,” said Dwight
Dorman, who, not long since, had left an
orderly, Christian home in Connecticut,

gone to keeping boarders. She isa goodhearted, worthy woman, and we are all

mushroom

;

¢¢ Let's call our boardthg-house

me across the depot platform. (She has
just taken that large frame house which

knew about. "—Mrs. 4.

A.

Preston

in

S. 8. Times.

emanate.

Howells,

James,

Aldrich,

Bret

.

“BLUE SKY SOMEWHERE."

It was but the other day another took root

of my own widowed mother in our little
home far away among the hills of New

in memory. We were going to a picnic,
and of course the ljtle umes had been in
eestasies for several days. But the ap.
pointed morning broke forth with no glad
sunshine, no song of birds, no peals of
mirth.

farther.’
‘« While thus speaking to her,

and

be-

in which

There

was

every

prospect

of

rain—

even Hope hid her face and wept.

*¢Shan’t we go, mother?” exclaimed

a

child
of five, with passionale emphasis.
«If it clears off.”
‘But when will it clear off?*

Mr.

Scribner's

but
his

firm held
a part of

Smith has become the owner of the majority of

fully sustaived its author’s reputation.

* Lou-

my presence was a novelty to the oye,

T Then the. linls head Bowed for§ a. moment
BY, oid

t

a work

for which

his abundant qualifications wil ‘be ‘readily
| recognized.
With such alist of Sully. as this firm
already possesses, and the progressive ‘enter-

prise

which

these

announcemédnts

imply, it

need hardly be said that its literary character
and its business prosperity will be perpetuat-

ed,

Itis the purpose of this firm to encgurage

and develope new writers.

have

projected

their

In this

new

sense they

¢‘ Round

Robin

Series” of novels, the publication of which will

soon be begun.” This
anonymous

authors,

novels,

and

series

will

chiefly

American

chosen. with a view

literary merit and adaptation

taste.

consist of

from

The

to

to their

the

qualities of power,

-

general

originality,

o

general interest and dramatic effect will be
aimed at in all of them; and the names of the

writers being withheld, each book will rest on *
The books sre

to

be of convenient size, to make from 300 to 400
pages each, and will be attrictive in print and
binding. The price will be one dollar each.

Ofthis

series ‘‘ A Nameless

*

Nobleman ” will

be produced early in April, and ** A Lesson in
Love” and others will follow at suitable in-/
tervals,

/

OTHER PUBLICATIONS.

to astonish its inbabitants by an

these embraces nearly three hundred

individuality

, There

in

the

April

\

,

velopment of Political Tastitutions,” in which

facial characteristics of the principal
neg
races of the Pacific Islands.
Dr. Felix L.
Oswald continues his common sense treatment
of the subject of *‘ Physical Education ” in an
article on * Outydoor Life.” He claims, and

with reason, that, as a natural
disease, nothing equals active
open air; and, for respiratory
ially, it is superior to anything
tive agent, For the healthful

She is, on the

in the best sense of the

aud

preventive of
exercise in the
ailments especelse as a cura- development. of

children it is indispensuble, and with its associated opportunities may be profitably substituted for much of the dreary drill of the school-

room,

In

the

Chronology,”

by

paper

on

the

Professor

E.

‘ History
8.

of

Burns, we

have a very- intelligible account of the methods
employed by the ancients in measuring. time,

best poiuts in her delineation. Of course she
finds her lover. Of the results that attend his
wooing, we leave the reader to learn from the
story, The merit of the novel is largely in its
admirable purpose and the exquisite skill
with which it is carried out. It isa refreshing

the errors they fell into, with the résulting confusion, and the improvements that have been
effected with the advance of accurate knowl-

edge.

* Some Notes on™a Doctor's Liability,”

by Oliver E. Lyman, fs a discussion of the legal

vindication of the American girl, whom it has
been too much the custom of writerd to de-

responsibilities of physicians, which,

in

these

days of frequent prosecutions.
for malbrictioe,
both patients and doctors will do well to read.
*“ The Origin and Structure of VoleanicCones,”
by Mr. Johnston-Lavis; is an illustrated de-

Mrs. Burnett knows her well

and does her ample justice. She knows England, too, and we have the benefit of that
knowledge in the types of English character
-Her book:
favor beyond
but to gain a
those novels
the American

articles

Monthly, all of them read-

he discusses the subject of ** Political Heads,”
or the causes and conditions that determine
the concentration of authority and power: in
chiefs, kings, ete.
*“ The Black
Races of
Oceanica,” by Dr. R. Verneau, is an illustrated
article devoted toa study of the cranial ani

self-respecting—a really lovely, if a somewhat
unconventional, person. She is high-spirited,’
too; and while she manifests a willingness to
learn the standards of those among whom her
lot is temporarily cast, there is a charming
youthful dignity about her which is one of the

preciate of late.

fifteen

able and instructive, and scveral of them of
real practical value. Herbert Spencer opens
the number with his sixth, paper on ** The De-

propriety, with whom she'comes in contact in
this sleepy English village. All look upon her
| with mingled curiosity and wonder.
She absolutely horrifies Lady Theobald, who is the
head of Slowbridge society, atwd who embodies
all that is arrogant, angular and domineering
in the worst type of the British regulator of
the proprieties. The raciness of the scenes
that attend the meeting of these parties is indescribable. This American girl is not an un-

She is kind of heart, sympathetic

are

ular Science

ideas, when tried by English standards. She
confounds
and amazes the rigid devotees of

tamed hoyden, by any means.

subjects

carefully /selected from the masterpieces of
classical and modern art, each print being sold
at the low price of 50 cents.
The picture-dealers in all the/ending cities and towns in the
United St4tes ure placing these Heliotype Engravings/in heir stock, and find them meeting
with po, ular appreciation and ready sale,

of character wholly unique.
It is not fair to forestall the reader’s_ interest
by a revelation of the full plot of the story, but
its more salient points muy be suggested. The
eroine 18° a thoroughly
interesting
and
) iginal creation. She is thoroughly American.
She is entirely unconventional in her

scription of the formation of those portions of

:

volcanoes that rise above

the general

level of

is ‘likely not only to succeed in
the earth’s surface. ** A Medical Man”
underher own previous productions,
takes to answer the question which everybody
popularity which nene other .of 4 is asking, * What is a Cold?” ¢ The Purificawhich have treated this phase of
tion of Sewer-Waters,” by M. E. Aubreygirl question have obtained.
Vitet, is an accotint of the several attempts that

have been

THE FIRM OF JAMES R. 08GOOD & CO.

it, nnd having becoma in 1871

the head

of

the child, wii

NY

|

title. He is also reported to be engaged upon a
* Cyclopadia of Humor,”

under the skillful superintendence of Mr. A.
V. 8. Anthony. They will continue to cultivate
this specialty.
The Heliotype
engravings
published by this firm have become widely
known throughout the country as an important
factor in art education.
Their catalogue of

isiana,” which came next, presented her in a
new und entirely different field; but it was,
if anything, even a greater
literary success
thav its predecessors.
In her atest novel, * A
Fair Barbarian,” we find Mrs. Burpett amid
still other scenes and charseters sand here she
seems likely to eclipse, at least us far as popularity is concerned, all her earlier triumphs.
The title of the story is in itself a most happy
conception.
The *‘ Fair Barbarian” is a
young American lady who has lived in Nevada,
and who comes upon an English “country town
with the suggestive name of
Slowbridge,”

the

firm which bears his name,
. Pwo of the partners are sons of Mr. William
evidently expecting that I would now he again looked up, ‘there must have D. Ticknor; who in 1832 founded the house of
find.
:
introduce some new piece of mischief, been blue sky all day yesterday, though I Ticknor & Fi 1ds,and both these sons have had
Just
en the doctor, her hosnd, drove
long experience in the business. Tn the late
For a moment my heart failed me, but as: never saw a-bit: of it, ‘cause you see,
up to the oor and wrapping a warimshawl |
own no
my own mother rose again in.my mind ‘I thére ain't no place where it- could have reorganization of this firm it has
around theNgrenched form of Georgie,’
little enterprise in gathering about it some of
gained courage to say pleasantly, Now," gone to. God only covered’ it up ‘with the leading writers of the cruntry. A notable
‘she carried h
out and asked ghim to
example of this is the recent accession of Mr.
take the liv
Tenaway .back’ home. ‘boys, it's too bad to treat that poor wom- olouds, did n't Je "2 Sel.
;

with reasonable certainty be inferred from the

the'stock.
The corporation under the title of
~ Messrs. Osgood & Co. are well known as
Scribner & Co. has gone on in its career of
the publishers of ‘“The Memorial History of
increased prosperity substantially unchanged
Boston,” one of the most elaborate and impor
in its management, and we predict for it new
“tant works of history issued in recent years,
successes in the future.
Senibner's Monthly
to which the scholurs and distinguished men
was the first American periodical to attain
in other specialties of the city contributed, and
substantial business
success in England, its
the second volumeof which is just issuing from
edition there being now
nearly 20,000. The
the press. The success of this work has been
London Braminer calls it * The world-famed
such as to encourage the belief that the coScribner.”
operative plan of writing history is the true
“ A FAIR BARBARIAN. »
one. Acting upon this belief, this firm has un- -.
“The public need litle information us to the
dertaken the publication of ** A Narrative and
Fo
author of this work. Theré'have been few Critical History of America” upon this plan.
more striking successes in literature than that
The prespectus of this important work will
achieved by Mrs. Frances, Hodgson Burnett,
soon be issued.
It will be under the editorship
an English lady, who had early made America
of Mr. Justin Winsor, Librarian of Harvard, her home.
The editor of Seribner's Monthly
University, with the assistance of advisory °
early discerned ber talent, Her reputation was
committees of the various historical societies of"
mude by her first novel in that magazine.
the country.
‘* That Lass o’ Lowries,” fairly electrified the
ART PUBLICATIONS,
reading world.
1t was received with enthusi-’
Illustrated books and pictures have always
usm in. both continents, and English critics
been a feature among the publications of this
bave vied with America in its praises, while
firm. Many of the finest illustrated gift books
edition after edition has Been absorbed by an
have been producéd under their auspices.
eager public. *‘ Haworth’s” followed, and
This branch of their business is, as beretofGre,

presented.

¢« Oh, look out for the blue sky !"
And so he did, poor little fellow,
never a bit of bige sky -gladdened
eyes.
« Well, I do not care, mother,” said
when the'tedious day had numbered

and May-should--gather sil. thoy ai 1 and

fa

will be. “ Mark Twain’s Hand-book of Ei
‘quette,” the character and scope of which may

its own merits exclusively.

the stock.
Dr. Holland was then as now. in
charge as editor, and Mr. Roswell Smith as
business manager, and the great success which
the magazine bas met’ with is largely due to
their united efforts. Recently Mr. Roswell

term.

sad, worn face and bléck dress, I thought

England, and on whose account, that her
comforts might increase as she grew old-

months later, it was named in his “honor, the
corporation taking the name of Scribner & Co.,

Le,
It is a subject of congratulation to Mrs.
fore the dining-room door had closed befind some for grandma. He had looked
all, Burnett that she hag chosen James . R. Osgood
hind her,.I had made up my mind to reall ground for them, but could'nt find ‘monstrate, in as unass
ming and sensible its hours, *“if { havent seen it, I know & Co., for the publication of her Boston book.
one. Thought it ruined hard enough to way as I could, with “my new fellow- there is blue sky somewhere.” |
This firm has the advantsge of long practical
experience, and of the best traditions connected
bring them down now..»Mrs. Colby exThe next:morning there was blue sky, with the publishing ‘business. Its members
plained that his grandmas $¢'by-m-by” boarders as to their thdughtless, unmansuch’ as only greets us after a storm.
ly,
and
almost
cruel
treatment
of
o
. were educated in the celebrated house of
| meant three or four weeks, and he must
ee There, mother, did n't I tell you so?” ‘ Ticknor & Fields, its senior member having
kind-hearted boarding-mistress. .I thong
‘wait till the flowers grew out of the
been apurtrer first in that firm, then in the
ground.’ That they did not rain down I had better do it here and now while cried a joyous voice; * thére is blue sky!" firm of Fields, Osgood & Co.,. which succeeded

He must

several works which may be expected soon to.
appear under their auspices. The first of these

Harte, Wurner, Stedman, will be called to
mind as not easily rivaled amopg the younger
list of authors. Théir books bear Boston ime
prints, Almost the single’ exception in this
respect may be said to eXist in the case of the

contrary, true womanly

Children are eloquent teachers. Many
evidently wondering what would be call
ed for next.
5 a lesson which has done our heart good
“As l glanced up, to Mrs. Griswold’s have we learned from their lisping lips.

er, 1 had migrated hither, and wondered
| what she would do with such a rough,
«“ Why, Georgie Sherman, what "i$ the
thoughtless set of boarders to manage.
matter?”’ exclaimed May and her moth‘“ At last, while Mrs. Griswold was
er at the same time.
tidying the cloth near my plate, for I was
Between his sobs Georgie told how
4 late comer at the table, and while I was
that there was nobody at home for him
to play,with, and that Grandha had said trying to repress my laughter at the drollery that was still going on around me, I
that April showers would bring May
said
to ber kindly, ‘I am well supplied
flowers by-m-by, and mgmma told him
now,
thank you; I won't trouble you any,
*¢ by-m-by” had come, so he thought he

Georgie went. He was always sure of.
She
i ‘welcome from dear old grandma.
8 never too aay to tell him a story, or
tired to
pla with is, 80 he was | from the skyas he supposed.

i : snugly tucked
up on

and

lishers of his future books, and will have the

tion for heathen peoples to fall into. “__}should be unfit to mingle in civilized so- new novelists introduced by Scribner's
Monthly; and now one of the most eminent of
“I have seen a good deal of the world,” | ciety, to say nothing of our unfitness to. these seeks a Boston publisher. An arrange.
said a fine-looking, middle-aged man, _associate with any true woman.
We can ment has just been concluded by which Messrs.
from the Far West, who was spending a have fun enough among ourselves outside, “James R. Osgood & Co. are to bring out Mrs.
few weeks at his old New England home, and, for that matter, right here in the Frances Hodgson .Burnett’s latest novel.‘ A
“and I have found that most men have house, provided it is decent, and wounds Fair Barbariah.” Mrs, Burnett, as we understand, says that she. wants one book at least
tucked away,.in some cases, it may be, no one.’
published in Boston. This novel has just been
down in the most remote corner of their
‘“ ¢ What Slate says is only right,’ said completed as a serinl in Scribner's Monthly,
hearts, a great tenderness for mother.
Ned Clayton, one of the more quiet of the the policy of which periodical has always been
¢¢ I remember, when I first went to In- boarders. ‘I like fun myself as well as to cultivate friendly relations with all other
diana, as a clerk in one of the offices of any one, but often and often I have thought publishing houses, and to be the organ of
the Wabash Railroad, that John Carpen- ‘that we were carrying this thing too far. none. This magazine was originally planned
by Dr. J. G. Holland and Mr. Roswell Smith
ter, the paymaster, to whom I had letters ‘Mrs. Griswold isnot the person to comwhile ' these gentlemen were together in
of introduction, sent me to board with a plain, but I do not think that any of us
Europe, in December, 1868.
Mr.
Charles
certain widow who was trying to gain a could fail to see how much hurt she has Scribner, the eminent New York publisher,
then living, was asked to unite in the enter
living for herself, and to educate her chil- been at times. - Now, boys, let's all own
dren, by taking railroad boarders.
up that we have carried thisrough play far prise, and when the magazine was started six’

verse comes to me like a message of myself before good Mrs. Griswold. She
peace,” "grandma
exclaimed
as the at once ushered me into the dining room,
tears ran down her cheeks. ‘¢I hope you and gave me a general introduction to the
may always leave all with Jesus! You dozen or fiffeen young fellows who were
seated about the supper-table. They
will find ‘tis the oily safe place.”
*¢ Des I'll do out now and see it Nell is were good-looking, tidily dressed chaps,

As flowers beneath the summer skiés,

Georgie

room

To abide at his side.

:

Yes, how it did rain, and only a

asked

Of his breast.

My heart will listen, all intently,

before the sun was

danma?”

Love esteems it heaven

Its desolated chambers enter,
And bid the coldness all depart;
0, loving“Spirit, whisper gently,
From out the heavenly Paradise,—

sent

say,

don’t forget

Found her rest,

INVOCATION.

and

* But * April showers bring

In the calm, sure haven

0, south wind, breathe across the winter,

step,

he

‘Faith can firmly trust Him,
Come what may.
Hope has dropped her anchor,

The voice of gladness now is waking,
I hear the prelude of her song.

granite

him

* Dayby day.

That préssed the spirit all too long;

AUNT

to

' Georgie got down, stood with his hands
behind him and began:

I know it speaks,—for there is mildness
Where winter reigned, the joyous air
Hath lost its melancholy wildness,
There’s life.and beauty everywhere;
The night is past, the chains are breaking

BY

ocgurred

did ‘oo

| you may

‘Whose presence mortals may not see.

'

ic

sweetness.”
° ¢ When will they tome ?” Geargle asked again.
¢ Oh, by and by if we are patient; now

It whispers in
i divinest numbers,
% In nature’ dull and drowsy ear;
i
To every form of earth that slumbers,
It speaks,~~but mortals may not hear.

This weary wildness of the heart;

and

spring, and kept my

“That floats o’er meadowland and river,—

3.

espied her spectacles on her

Georgie as the last peppermint disappeared, and he climbed into a chair by
the window.
«I said, dear, that all this rain will
bring us those sweet little flowers you
and Freddie used to gather for me last

Thro’ the chill air, the voice of sighing
Seems stirring all the thickening gloom,
On the low wind, no kind replying,—
Tis midnight’s deepest, darkest noon;
For to the voice of human sorrow,

AWAKENING.

forty distinct ¢¢ mothers,” local deities, in-

May flowers,’ Georgie dear,
that.”

No move is told by singing rills;
Across the desolated mountain
Not one sweet note of song is heard;
To fairer groves and fairer fountains
- Hath wandered every singing bird.

THE

grieved look upon bis face for grandma

from one of the

~ "BOSTON LITERARY MATTERS.

benefitof his taste, judgment, and —experience The present season promises to be one. of in their literary enterprises. Being relieved
enough for her to shoulder at once without
being bothered and made game of by her unusual activity in book publication in Boston. of the cares of editorship, Mr. Howells, will.
‘Whatever may %have been the tendency of hereafter have much more time to devote to
boarders.
Besides, such rude conduct is ‘business and of capital to’ New York of late
authorship.
He is now engaged upon a new
beneath those who are called men.
You years, Boston stil} maintains her position as the story entitled ‘ A Fearful Responsibili
ty,”
know there isn’t ohe of you who would
adquarters off literature. Though Prescott
which will be first published in Scribner's
hesitate to knock a fellow down who. and Motley are among the dead, and Emerson,
Monthly, and will afterwards appear in book
should undertake to insult your mother as Whittier, Longfellow snd Holmes, all past form from the press of James R. Osgood &
three score and ten years, while Lowell is
you seem to bef
the habitof insulting nearing the same stage of life, yet:the reputa- Co, .
Mark Tw aim, ‘who can boast a popularity
that poor widow. You don't mean such tion of Boston ‘as a publishing center is not
such as has fallen to the lot of few authors in.
carryings on as real insults, I know, boys,
likely to be lost with their departure.
The
this or any other country, and whose books
but they are nothing else, after all. Now, {-¢ ewer authors that have come upon the stage are sold in England as well as America by tens
either seek it ds their place of residence, or
are they ?’
of thousands, will hereafter publish through
wi it as that from which their books shall
Osgood & Co. He is now engaged upon

the reading aloud of a bright editorial
upen * Mother Worship in India.”

rain drops.

Long since has left the shadowy hills,
And thro’ the vales, their wonted story -

2.

He had been taught never

position, and has become
oconneéted
with
Messrs. Osg&ood
Co., who will be the. pub-

the Boston Journal)
—{own and her children’s living, is “tronbld | From

CSO

to wake her, or disturb her in any way,
80 sitting down quietly by her window,
he watched the rain and waited with the

would like to see how pictures looked
through glasses. He was removing them
very quietly, when all at once she opened
| her eyes, and half startled, exclaimed,
“ Why bless me, child, is it you? How
you did frighten your poor old grandma.”
Then Georgie-told the story
of his sorrows and disappointments, but was soon
made happy again by a kiss, a little petting and a handful of peppermints.
‘« A real April day,” grandma said to
herself as she looked out the window and
saw the sun's rays streaming through the

‘BY J. W. BARKER.

4 0, when will break the bright

MOTHERS OF OUR OWN hy
In a famHy where I was visiting recently, a lively little discussion followed

forehead,

' A SEASON POEM.

The night of winter;

call to mamma.
.When Georgie opened grandma's door
he found that she too was taking her

| Av1as8he

— Charles Kingsley.

1.

|

morning nap.

But I never.could tind where she lay.

All night the wind was wild and dreary,
To its low wail the forest bowed,

die waked so Suddeniy. fegan focryand

William D. Howells, lately the editor of to
Atlantic Monthly. He has now resigne that

2

a

THE

Literary Hetos.

found him asleep, and could not resist the

han

“a
®i

it

»

ER

made

Paris; wherein

to dispose

of the sewage of:

they have

failed; and ° the

prospects of the latest scheme, which consists
in the removal of the solid matter, to be used
for agricultural purposes, and the returnof
.the water, thoroughly purified, directly to the
rivers.—New Yorks D.= Appleton & Co.
|!

‘The Granite Monthy for March contains a
sketch of Hon. Frank Jones, by H. H. Met«calf. Thearticle is accom panied by n portrait. -

Jobin M. Shirley

contributes

the * History of

the Fourth
New Hampshire Turnpike;”
Joseph
Walker, ‘the *‘ History
of the edifices
of the First Con sregational
cord}? James T. Fields bas

urch of Con-.
given a charming

little’ poem entitled * The Bells of Bethlehem.
Among the other contributors are Ex-Gov. :
Walter Harriman,and Charles Carleton Coffin,
This magazine has won’ for itself a recognized.
and enviable position throughout the St tute,
and deserves, and should

receive,

the sup

of the public,—~J. ¥.
N MeClintock, Concord,
H.
oy

¥

=
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A
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The FHlorning Star.

will live.

®

written

His ‘Tales

of a Wayside
Inn” dre probably his most
popular poems after *“ Evangeline.” Any,
other poet might well be proud of such a
production.
They are poems to. be read]
in beautiful summer days under the shad-

COLBY.

MYRON

BY FRED

had

as the great American poet.

en EMINENT AMERTOAN AUTHORS.
!

THE

nothing else this alone would stamp him

6, 1881.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

If Longfellow

MORNING STAR,

Company were the ancestors of the people whom to-day we call Beers—a people.
slow to think, but not easily to be turned
from their thought when once

they

panion,

x

RE

i

TE

words

a

and

scholar, a genius, a gentleman

Christian.

He has singularly

‘happy talents as atranslator,and his Dante

ol

RE

born in the city of ‘stands at the head of all our classic transNot only the ideas but the spirPortland, Me., on the 27th of Feb., 1807. lations.
He is the son of Hon. Stephen Lenglel- it of the original have been preserved in
In his apt and expressive diction.
Bryant's
low, an eminent lawyer of that city.
was
Longfellow.

culture and ability his father stood at the
head of the bar dn Maine. His mother
Wadsworth,

of General

was a daughter

Henry
and was a noble, devout, lady.
was one of a family of eight, four sons
and four daughters.

influ-

happy

It was under peculiarly

newspapers,

sev-

. eral poems which were greatly admired.
At the age of fourteen, he entered Bow-

doin college where he graduated in 1825.
At college Longfellow was diligent and
studious, excelling in all the branches

education.

collegiate

of

Classics and genforte,

were his

«oral literature, however,

and he was recognized as the “class poet.
He manifested very little taste for -college sports, but was active in all the disBy
cussions and literary organizations.
his fellow students he was universally beloved and respected.
He was an ardent admirer of the Greek

and Roman classics; and Horace in particular, he studied with great enthusiasm.

Most of his odes he translated into his
own verse, which if anything exceeded
Without
the - beauty of the original.
little
uo
d
of
prove
fact
this
ng
it,
knowi

the young
to t
benefi

Collegian.

One of

was Mr.

the trustees of the college

Ben-

jamin Ore, who was a distinguished law-

yer, and a no less fine classical scholar.
He also was an admirer of the selegant
Roman lyric, and atone of the senior
to call ‘upon
examinations happened
The
Longfellow to translate an ode.
translation was so fluent and elegant that
Fo Ore inquired the name of the bril“
tant scholar,
After Mr. Longfellow graduated, the]
trustees of the college met to appoint
Mr.
a professor of modern languages.
Ore had not forgotten Longfellow’s version of Horace, and his voice was potent
in the board.
follow shall

So he said, ‘Mr. Longhave the place,” and Mr.

Longfellow was accordingly offered the
A
situation.
He had begun thé study of law in his
father's

but

office,

this

when

appointment was offered
privilege of passing

him,

several

lucrative

with

the

years abroad

for the purposes of study, he gladly accepted it. He sailed to Europe the last
of the year aod remained abroad three
half. On his return he asyears ana d
sumed the duties of his professorship
which he retained for five years.
In 1835 he was appointed professor of

modern

languages

and belle-letters

in

But before enHarviird university.
tering upon the labors of instruction, he
returning in a
visited Europe again,
Afterwards

year's time.

for

seventeen

tous work.

One actual experience is worth a thousand theories,

and

this

outgrowth

of a

woman's heart and brain may hold a hint
for some Sunday-school worker.
Several years ago, a lady in a Mission

** Hyperion” appeared in 1839, and * Kain 1848,

his first

collection

of

poems in 1839,
*

It is not necessary to name in detail

all

of his poems for they are too well known
to the reading public. He has the
rare faculty of enlisting the sympathy

of

-mankind by his verse, and at the same

time he has written poems whose deli-cate finish, whose practical insight, whose

“too old" to

go

they

almost

were,

that

they were

without

exception,

to Sunday-school.

As

*¢ hard cases,” this could hardly be wondered at; and their teacher confidently
expected that the most of them would
leave in a short time.
/
But, fegling that they had reached the
critical period in life, and that now, if
ever, they needed to feel

the

love” upon them, she kept
mind open to suggestions.
About this time, a little
E. E. Hale, entitled ‘‘ Ten
Ten,” fell into her hands.

‘‘ bands

her heart

of

and

book by Rev.
Times One is
.It gave her an

idea, which she acted upon at once.

She Jay parts of the boek, ‘touching
upon the life of the hero, ' Harry. Wadsworth, to them, and then proposed her
plan. They should form a Club, to be
called, if they pleased, the
* Harry
Wadsworth

Helpers,”

elect

their

own

officers(the teacher te be only an honorary member), meet on Sunday afternoon
as usual,

aod, after joining in the

al exercises of the scliool

and

gener-

having

very short lesson, should hold their

a

club-

week the ‘‘ deeds of kindness

done”

by

these boys; for all were very poor, and
some had been under arrest more than
once.

At each meeting,

this simple

rec-

ord was read.

Several constituted them-

ditunken

and

s-a-g80rt of brigade
mn

for looking

taking

them

up

home.

Some togk
turns in visiting and reading
to a podf deformed boy who could never
leave his home, and in many ways they
found actual helpful work to do.
There was an initiation" fee of - five
cents, and a weekly sum of two "cents
was contributed by the members of the
Club. Once in two months, the hox was
opened ; and the money expended in coal

or groceries for some very poor family,.
the boys themselves making the purchases and carrying them to their destination.
No one will be surprised to’+hear that
these boys, now men, are leading

manly,

useful lives. The Shaye) was turned at
the right moment.
In a simple, easy
way, the boys were shown the beauty and
blessedness

of

giving;

and . nothin

builds up character like going out of self.
Ah! if teachers would go out ‘of self
more in

seeking

ways

and

means

by

———

Two hundred years ago four
ships
sailed from Holland, carrying to regions
that then lay at the uttermost bounds of
the known world certain French Huguenots exiled by the revocation of
gle
edict of Nantes.

Those

altogether about one

vessels

hundred

carri

and

fifty

bert, Jourdain, Retief,
liers, Bertrand, Fouché,

Arnold, de VilPlessy, Moun-

cey, Serrurier, Victor,
dnd many other
names appear in the list of those who
selected the distant Dutch colony of South
Africa as their future: ar

‘These

ex-

iles brouzht to the little colony strength
and mental power of a new kind.
Fifty years later the French language
had died out, the second and third
atiob had intermarried among the

generDutch

had its

usual

triumph.

But

colonial community that has

effaced from the national

these

150

never : been

character.

was a Retief who led the “Great

* It

Trek"

into the northern wilds.
1t was a de
Marais who headed a few hundred follow-

But in high finish, grace- ers against the host of the. Matabele king
of the King."
fulness and vivid beauty of style, in ten- in 1837. Jt was a Cellier who read the ser-derness of pathos, what of the poet Lau- vice in the laager on the Black Umvolos
si on the Sunday morning when the Zulu

eM

vids

i Of « Hiawatha” we shall only, say that
It 1s a national poem. It has elements
of beauty and of strength that will give
it endurance.

mountain

Its

flavomof

woods,

of

and prairie life will give jt a

perennial freshness.

It is a Gi

pe

3

oy

of

the

haunts

been won

sumption, an

of

a wife,

H.,

Feb.

14.

In Nov., 1811, she with

Hamp-

She

in

Effing-

was

the

oldest

others

FER

LINE

this departed friend and Christian,

of eight

In

Christ’s seryants

unfaltering

faith. Thus she endcared herself to a large
circle of friends who deeply mourn "Her death.
She represented the generation of women that
is fast passing Jwat, whose early life was

spent in the self-denial and

hardship

DEA.

BENJAMIN

FRANKLIN

friends.

She

MRS. ADAM

TWADDLE,

da dear

sister in
aged 65
years a

:

77 years,

7 months,

He

née

shold

boke

tment will aid in

aris

or

alist

tin every fainily

palin
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IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This school was never in’ better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
futy Bourse
of study. The Olatitcal,
and
Englis
urse.
cal
e,
address we Principal,
gn
IRVING B. SMITH,

CAUTION.

for

‘Jupp,

the

Dentifrice......

to enjoy a
H. 8S.

daughter

J been imitated.
Has been imitated.

the words “Pond’s Extraet’” blown in the g)
and our picture trademark on surrounding butt
wrapper.
None other is genuine.
Always
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on having Pond’s Extract.
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Winter terms commences
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and
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form, or in liquid

form.,

It is put in the latter

way for the especial convenience of those who
can not readily prepare it. It will be found:
very concentrated and will act with equal
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college.

Business

Admits

both

A.

B.

Meservey,

Ph.

August

23,

Jan. 31, 1881.
Summer Term be,
Summer Term closes June 23.

d

Fall

Term

Begins

Nov.

15 1880.

D.

DISCOVERY

Principal.

THOMAS

the

for busi.

best

colleges.

Me.

GRANDE

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia
.

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

TON,

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,

A.M.,

Rio

Grande,

Gallia

Co., Ohio.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENE®, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

for the cure of
..|

LONTON,

/

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOUL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col-

£

lege. The course of study extends over three
yearg, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate.

For Catalegue address,

:

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

YNDON

Back or Side Ache, Nervous
Head
Ache,
Gout
and all Nervous Pains.
Prof, Edison authorizes the publication of the

|

or

courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific. Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MouL-

A. EDISON,

following certificate,

schools

Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Ld
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,

of the distinguished inventor,

Prof.

Spring

:

scientific

. Lebanon,

RY

4

INSTITUTE.—J.

8.

BROWS, A. M.,, Principal, with competent
ts.
Winter Term begins Nov. 30, 1880.

LITERARY

as-

Spring Term begins Mar. 8, 1881. . ..ii

Fall Term begins August 93, 1881...

A first-class

school.

Three

complete

study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
Classical.
Send for Catalogue.

i

courses of

es’ English and
Address,

I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

RH

:
Lyndonville, Vt.
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

:

?
MENLO PARK, N. J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
ENOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS
MADE ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND USED BY MYSELF.
;
>
THOMAS A, EDISON.

complete
board of assistants.” Students fitted for ert vend
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E, 8S. TASKER, Secretary.

Price, $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

PioossneLb
SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Nor-’

«H.

Sept., Dec.,

mal, Classical and Scientific

MENLO

PARK

NEW

BY

THE

M'F'G

and

courses

March,

of

J

study

for

2 to $4 per term.
Training department for
ers free.
Spring term begins Jan. 24, 1881.

Sum-

both sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total
expenees per year, $125. Rooms for self boanding,

Sold by AN Druggists.
(PREPARED

CO,

YORK.

mer term begins April 11, 1881.

June 16, 1881.

pal.

Woe

o

Anniversary day, -

For catalogue address the Princi

VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

This irstitution is

now under management of Rev. D. Powell,

with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduvate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will address
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W, Va.
ILLSDALE

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Collegi-

| R ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial,
Preparatory, Music and Art
artments.
Eleotive

studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious
influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental

and. library
fees, only $15 a yéar.
Board,$2 to
$2.26 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a weeks Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited
$30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
:
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,”

:

Hillsdal

AzH MOET SMART,

|

WATERBURY,

CENTER,

©,

VT.

LIZZIE COLLEY, = = = « « = Principal,
:
With competant assistants.
Winter Term begins Nov. 29, 1880.

Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881.

Courses of Study.—College
Preparatory,
Classical, Scientific, Commercial. Special atten.
tion will be given to those preparing to teach.
Students will be conveyed, free of charge, to and

a8 wade from a stiuple tr
pont Leaf of ware from the.depot at Waterbury at the beginning and
of each term on applyingto Rev. E.
Blake,
Value. and is a POSITIVE
Rem:dy for all the close
Waterbury
Center, to whom, also, apphieation for
diseases that caus pams in the lower part of the board
and
rooms
may
be:made.
For
further
parody—for Torp d. Liver—Headarhes ~Jaundice—
bDizziness,
ticulars address the Principal.
Gravel, Malaria. and all difficulties of
the Ridners: Liver and
Urinary Organs. For
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil-'
Female
ases Monthly Menstruations, and
ton, Muscatine Co,, Iowa. This Institution
during Pregnancy.
it has no equal. It restores’ i
the organs
that make the blood, and henge is the is in an unusual flowrishing condition with a much
best

Best

Blood

Pavifier.,

It

is

:

on

the first Tuesday of

assurance
gfCom.

vegetable

Full

INSTITUTION.—New Ham)

Rev.

Winter Term begins

4 ness,

felt by her

dry

of 12

7.

Students

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
Fall term
begins Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
1880. For further particulars, address the prin<ipal, or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

So——
usual

for

practical.

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

lationships of life she avas highly esteemed for
her intrinsic worth.)
Though the sadness

in the

of study.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted

Smith and joined the 2d Bridgewater church,
of which she remaived a worthy member till

be obtained

Fall Term

September

for Catalogue to

Mrs. EVELYN A., wife of Frank P. Muzzy,

now

and

H.

weeks

1880.

Mary

Its Action is Sure and Safe. celebrated remedy Kidney-Worf can

N.

Term Begins
Apr. 18, 1881.

and daughter of Thoemus H. and Mary L.
Wilem of Bridgewater, died in Hebron. Feb.
22. The deceased was sick only a few hours,
and her disease baffled the skill of physicans,
She leaves a husband and four small children
to battle the storms of life without an gaffectionate companion and a tender mother’s care.
This sudden death is a severe affliction to her
family, and a test of the faith that sustains the
believing Christian
heart
in the
darkest
hour. Sister Muzzy wus converted several
vears ago, and was baptized by Rev. J. M.

The

complete

ton,

Ella Moulton, died in Rochester, January 18,
very suddenly, aged 10 months and 9 days.
A
beautiful little bud too tender for earth’s cold
winds, transplanted for maturity to the garden
of delight, on the dther shore.
E. TRUE.

friends, yet she has left them the
that their loss is her eternal gain.

commence

EW HAMPTON

was an earnest, sincere, devoted Christian, benevolent and spiritually minded.
!
S. D. CHURCH.

caused by her early doin is keenly

will

A.

2, 1980

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
coursesof study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 18 the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a Specialfy:
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

dear
'OM.

her decease,
She was un exemplary Christian,
a faithful mother, an affectionate wife, a kind
sister and a loving daughter.
In all’ the re-

Summer

sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

identified

GRACIR, only child of Rev, BE. P, and

Ane,

are fitted for teaching and
course

and one

pier,

Me,.

weeks

to

after

snd Jao.

11, 1881;

board of teachers and course

of 85, if addressed to 14 W. 14th St., New York.

Christian pa-

it is’ glorious dying,”

Nov. 1, 1680,

April

JR OulEsTRY SEMINARY.

on rece
Po
in

OM.

was

Sprang term,

term, June 16, 1881.
.
8a
For Catalogue address K. Bachelder,
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
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with our cause in.this city, fifty- years. . She
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Bleeding,
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Rosy LINCOLN died ii Taunton, Feb. 13, in

C.W.P,-

Cart. EDWARD T. SANDERS died id Ep-

som, Feb. 28, uged

itis gativaled

inflamed

loved the

the 721 year of her age, having been

Just,

W. H. LYSTER.

Burns and Scalds. ox, aarine

24, 1¥81;

four daughters,

he stood like an ouk of Bashan among the fallIng trees, He was always belptul and hopeful
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which there was an increasing attraction on
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tience. During the last few days of her earthly life, she often said that she was not afraid to
die. At one time whéii all present thought
she was crossing the river, she exclaimed,

to the church and Q. M. of which he was a
member.
When division was the order of the
day and the disorganizing spirit swept like a
terrible Tornado over our land laying waste so

and held on his way. His end was peace.
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intense, but she

of his age. Deacon Draper was born in Lisbon, N. H., and when about three years of age
came with his parents to Canada.
At the age
of sixteen he guve his’ heart to God and wus
baptized by Eid. A. Moulton ‘and connected
himself with the F. B. ¢hurch of which he was
an active member till death.
He served the
church as ‘deacon for about twenty-five years,
The Morning Star
ls shone into bis home
for some 40 years and.
wie ever a welcome

maby of our churches and

kind, for

Pe

&eo. Our * Oatarrh Cure,” specially prepared
to meet
ous cases, contains all the curative
Jropnies of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syringe
nvaluable for use in catarrhal affections, is simple
and unexpansive.
o

Loren Stebbens, Keb. 16, 1828, and came to
Sherman, then an almost unbroken wilderness.
A few years from that time, she gave her heart
to the Saviour, and was baptized by Elder

at Moe's River, P. Q., Feb. 26, in the 67th year

visitor.
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its superiority over all other remedies of the

contributing from $5 to $10

New York, Livingston Co.,

that are
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sure cure.

MRS. JIUNICE, wife of Dea. Loren Stebbens,
died in Sherman, Chaut, Co., N. Y., Feb. 27,
aged 71 years, 5 months.
She was born in
Zore, Mass., and came with her pareats to

MRS. FRERLOVE MOSHER died in Weeks’
MiMs, Me., March 6, in her 87th year.
She
was a quiet, God-fearing woihan, whose religs
ion was of that kind that shows itself in fidelity
to truth, in seeking,to be at peace with all
about her, in speaking kind words, in doing
helpful deeds, and in keeping, amid all the
cares and perplexities and sorrows of life, a
sweet.and even temper, a cheerful submis-

an

promptly.
promptly.

or

The Extract isthe only specific

Catarrh.

gladly
welcomed, and its hospitalities were
Thomas Grinnold, and when the Freewill Bapministered with the greatest satisfaction. Self tist church was formed in 1835, 8he became a
abased and under a constant sense of unwor-- member and adorned her profession by a quiet
thiness her religious life was quiet and undeand peaceful life.
She leaves to mourn an
monstrative.
Her extreme conscientiousness
aged husband, one son and three daughters.
mude her exacting with herself in the demand
May the grace of God sustain - them, and they
of high -attzinments in the Christian graces,
meet an unbroken family in heaven.
Funeral
and she held others in better esteem than herattended by the writer, assisted by Rev. A.
self, Charitable in her judgment of others,
Losee.
W. RUSSELL.
she always found something kindly to say to
Mrs. SALLY, wife of David Dyer, died in
all; and eyery offender found in her a *¢ ChariParma, Mich., Jan. 29, aged 78 years and 3
ty” ¢“ not easily provoked,” and * hoping all
months. She gave her heart to the Lord when
things.” Suffering through many years from disshe was 19 years of age, was baptized by Rev.
dase which ipsily resulted in death, she was
A. Caverno and united" with the church in
patient and u mprmuring. Trustful and confiExeter, N. H., where she then resided. She
dently she walked through the ‘* valley and
was married at the age of 22 to David Dver,
the shadow” to reach the ¢ rest” remaining
eldest son of Rev. 8. B. Dyer, Jan. 16, 1825.
for the people of God. She is missed in her
In 1833 they moved to Medina Co., O., a few
home which her piety hallowed; among her
years after which a F. B. church was organifriends, who remember her gentle amenities,
the graceful courtesies of her affection, and | zed, and she and her husband were among the
number, and remained worthy members until
the considerate charities of her life; things
it was disbanded.
They had lived in Mich.
which make men and women loved and lovesince 1865. Two years ago last Oct., her dear
ly, and which are among the fruits of the
companion left his home on earth, for a gloriSpirit. * Blessed are the dead that die in the
Lord; yea saith the Spirit; they rest from
ous one above, since which she had been very
lonely.
Her.disease was of the nerves and |
their labors and their works do follow them.”
muscles of the heart, and her suffering was
;
C.F. P.

sion to the Father’s will, and

3

of her family

;

were always

The astonishing success of this Elixir, asa
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
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and Rhoda Chase, died in Middlebury, N.Y.,
March 2, 1886; She was born at Gilmunton,
N. Y..in 1812.
Four years after, her parents
moved to Warsaw, Western New York.
In
youth she experienced religion but did not
unite with any church.
She was married in
1837 to Dea. Elias Judd and not far from six
years after, united with the F. B. church at
Dale and remained a worthy member till she
died. She honored the church, walked worthy
of her profession, and died in hope of eternal
life. She loved the Star and took great pains
‘to preserve its ‘copies from the first of its
publication.
As she was an invalid for more
than fifteen yeurs, she found its weekly visits
a great support and comfort.
* The righteous
shall be in everlasting remembrance.” C

every

i
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/
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people of her early choice and rejoiced in their
prosperity.
She retained her mental faculties

Mgs. SALLY

Christian mother daily ‘invoked upon them.
Her piety, the out-growthof a deep personal
consecration to God, never shone with unsteady light. Her love for Christ was manifest in her constant interest in whatever pertained to his church and the honor ohis name.

Lord is tue deathof his suints.”
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a Joubert who covered the beaten wreck ‘sufferer from disease, yet bore ail with wonsubmission and patience.
She possess-. efliciency in either case.
Be sure ‘and read
of the Boer *‘ commando” after the disas- derful
ed a rare mindjiwhich combined with Chiis-. the new advertisement for particutarss—South
ter on the White Umvolosi,.
and to-day tian grace made her life a blessing to the and West. . .
;
another Joubert is the moving spirit in commuaity, *‘Précious in ‘the sight of the

French

Hemorrhages.
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sickness pervented, and then she manifested
the same interest until the last. She was a
reader of the Star from the first number
printed,to the close of her life. She was deeply.interested in our Foreign Mission cause,

to the last:

Christ; died at Weld, Me., March 6,
years, 10 months, She was for many
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She was deeply interested in the prosperity of
the church, faithful in the discharge of duty,

the Morning
Star it
accompany the copy

°

f

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Plasteris

- one of its members, and she was the last one
of the original members.
It may be truthfully
said of her, a ¢. Mother in Isreal” has fallen.
i

Neuralgia.

BE

four children’

died

PULMONARY

No other preparaion has
80 many casesof
rompiaints
a3 the EB. il
Our

prompt in attendance at conference and prayer
meeting, always at her Jost until old age and

army, in that
chest and horn furmation,” so familiar to us years later, moved
to the attack of the Dutch camp. It was.

Transvaal revolt,

Rheumatism,

itlent of Effingham. In 1836 a F. B. eburch
was organized in this Place, and she became

VERSES
are inadmissible.

her home

He leaves
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experienced religion, and the spring following
she was baptized
by
ohn Buzzell and
united with the F'. B.church’at North Parsonsfield, In
Qet., 1822,she was married to the
late John
arston, and again became a res-

MRS. BELINDA, wife of Alvin Fogg, died
in Augusta, Me., March 3, 1831, aged 73 years.
The subject of this notice was born in Durham, Me.
She was the granddaughter of
Eld. Christopher Tracy.
During the ministry
of Rev. Silas Curtis in Aagusta in 1834-9,
she decided the question of a Christian life,
but did not make public profession of ber faith
till 1842, when she was baptized with
her
husband, by
Rev. Amos Redlon, and united
with the
Free Baptist church in Hallowell.
She remained a member of this church till the
organization of the I. B. church in Augusta
in 1851, being one of the 20 persons who were
organized into the present Augusta church. In
the brief notice which can here be given of

To

at N. Sand- |

not far from her late residence. When 7 years
of age her parent§ removed to Parsonsfield.

~
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and other relatives to mourn, also the church,
who feel deeply their loss.
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Christian.
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and gradually failed until he fell asleep in
Jesus.
He was perfectly resigned to the will
of God. He made all necessary arrangement
of business affairs, believing he should soon
leave this world for that land of rest where all
is peace. Bro. Duteh'had been a worthy member of our church some over forty years,. ever
ready to bear testimony to the truth.of the
gospel and nlso to contribute liberally to the
wants of the church, and the cause of Christ

God, their faces

already in the desert alone

EXTRACT.

His health began to fail about the first of April,

were not ashamed-—nay, they had faces as
lions, they were bold and fearless, yea,
and victorious for God ; for the battle had
him.—The London

He

| Bro. DARIUS P. DuTcH died in Brownfield, Feb. 22, 1881, aged 64 years and 6 months.

men—distant alike from human eye and
ear—there they
met alone
with God;
there they were equipped for the battle.
And when the time came that they stood
forth in public service for

Jesus.”

curred on the 3d.

incident to 8 new country, and who united
meu, women and children, all French cit- with great physical endurance a gentle and
izens.
Among them were many old loving nature. But all this is past, and in impames, names which little more than a mortal youth she lives with the redeemed.
She had been a widow twenty-seven - years,
century later were figuring high in that and
at her death left thirty-four grandchildren
long row of marshals and generals of and thirty-one great-grandebildren. She was
France
which the Revolution and its the:mother of twelve ¢hildren, five of whom
Com.
great soldier gave to fame.
Hugo, Jou- | are now living.

French Huguenots made a mark upon the

with ‘* Evange-

the din and bustle

me, Lord

at Gilford, N. H., 40 years ago.
Bro. S.
organized’ a Sunday-school
‘in his church at
Gilford, and though opposed by some professors of religion,
and refused aid by others, he
found in Bro. Thyng, not thena Christian, an
earnest supporter and efficient helper.
For
the last 40 years he had been a worker in our
Zion, true to its interests and careful of its
reputation,
and he believed fo the last, that a
large prosperity would yet be given to the
‘church of his choice. Bro, Sinclair who buptized him officiated at his. funeral which oc-

meetiog.
s
relation of life she was true and faithful.
Each boy pledged himself to do some Gentle and loving in her home, she walked in
sweet
companionship with the friend of her
one thing efich week to be a real help to
choice for half a century, Her children
some one else. A secretary, in & book enrly
loved to return to her side to receive anew
képt for the purpose, wrote down each from her lips the benediction which this

Weregard him as a greater poet
Mr. .Tennyson. He has perhaps

reate’s can be compared

| from

*‘ Take

an active supporter of the church and Sabbathschool, before he made & public profession
of
religion which cccurred under the labors of
Rev. J. L. Sinclair during his first pastorate

alone

50 cents and $1 albottle.

fourteen to sixtuen years

they discovered

historic value will give them permanent

~ written nothing more exquisitely sweet
than * The Princess,” and *“ In Memori~ am,"or more heroic than * The Idyls

he

of age,

came to be from

and the all-conquering mother tongue had

life.
than

to

:

Sunday-school in New York city hada
class of ten or twelve boys. When they

WHO ARE THE BOERS?

, vanagh”

inclination

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

eral poems that. were published in the
Gazelle at Boston, and
Slates
Uniled

able papers for the North American Review, translated * Coplas desMunrique"
' and published *¢ Outre-Mer,” a collection
.of agreeable tales and sketches written
-chiefly while abroad. His prose“ romance

JEREMIAH

- In 1854 Longfellow resigned his pro- ‘are seeking light on this or any other
fessorship at Harvard, and since then has subject. On scanning
its precious pages,
devoted most of his time to literature. we find that the men of God—God's mighty
men— were those who had been in ¢ the
He resides at Cambridge in an old histor- school
of God,” as it has well been called;
ic house famous for being once the head and his school was simply this: ¢ ifthe
quarters of Washington. There his, years desert alone with himself.” It was there
glide away smoothly,leaving scarcely any they got their teaching. Far removed

which to hold and educate their boys, we
might see many more such blessed results.— Sunday-school Journal.

ing his subsequent residence at Brunswick he wrote several elegant and very

has no

pre-

ton, March 1, aged 77 years. This Bro. manifested an interest in religious matters, and was

Let us turn to the pages of God's own
Book; for we can turn nowhere else if we

:

years he performed the labors of his
d, by occasional
office uninterruptesave
essays in literature.
While an ‘undergraduate he wrote sev-

from that period he had been recognized
as among the finest writers of verse and
Durprose of the nineteenth century.

who

months

trustful life came to the deceased.

with God.
And. What next?
question does'not need an anthere be any condition’ more
than the condition of a child of

with his Father?

two

wich, N. H., Nov. 26, 1880, aged 83 years.
A
quiet and
peaceful ending of an earnest and

This * desert life,” as‘many may call it,
is of an importance and can not be over-,
ciHomer.” grand as ‘it is, does not com- valued.
And, as with a trumpet, we
pare with this singularly able and felici-- would sound it-in--the ears of brethren.

ences that the mind, heart and manners of
the future poet were trained, His home
was a pleasant one. All the graces, all
the virtues of life were cultivated there. furrows on his brow. Ile is very hospits’
He grew up a handsome, winning fellow, able, and socially is ene of the warmest
courteous and gentle, yet vivacious and and most loving of men.
’
SP
pe
Sean
--0-ry
scholarly. Before his fourteenth year he
had published anonymouslyin the poet's,
AN EXPERIENCE.
corner of the Portland

God

were,

DEA. DANIEL

IN THE DESERT WITH GOD,’

to be alone
Surely the
swer. Can
deplorable

‘‘ home”

a son and family.

the blaze of the hearth fire. They ar
HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.
In these days of hurry and bustle, we
poems
for the sad and the gay, for the find ourselves face to face with a terrible
Americans feel a just pride in Professor
as a lover or the student, or the lady in her danger; and it is this—no time to be alone
- Longfellow, both as a scholar and
God. The world, in these last days,
‘‘ Paul Revere” iswithrunning
His bower, all of them, from
‘wide.
world
is
fame
poet. His
fast; we live in what is called
to
“*The
Baron
of
St.
Castine,”
but
most
the
with
‘“‘the age of progress;” and * You know
name is never spoken except
we must keep pace with the times.” So
kindest respect. Above all our living bewitching and beautiful is the polished the
world says, but this spirit of the
prelude,
the
description
of
the
Wayside
the
ed
award
is
he
rs
autho
ican
Amer
. world has not contined itself to the world.
Inn
itself.
;
It is, alas! to be found among the saints of
highest distinction.’ He stands at the
head of the poets of the age, a Hower ~ Perhaps as remarkable us anything he God. And what is the result? The result
time to be alone with God; and this
He is at once a has written is his translation of Dante's is—no
and a Virgil: combined.
is. immediately followed by no inclination
« Divina Commedia.”

who went

“

of

leaves one brother, Elijah Sanders, of Chiches- 1
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vious.
He had long been a subscriber of the
Star, of which he was an: earnest, constant
reader. He was ready fo die and longed to go
to meet her recently gone before.
His last

have

A homely, sober, virtuous, quiet, dull |
race of beings.— Contemporary

APRIL 6, 188l.

was a member of the F. B. church in Epsom,
with which he united in 1858 with his com-

found it; slow to embark in any movement, but certain to follow it to its extreme end when it has once been begun.

ows of grapevines, or in winter nights by
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At the National Capital.

Summary.
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The Democrati

A correspondent of the N.Y.
TZridbune
writes as folows about the new Postmaster-

ich was

—dcount

ODOR)

| Hural

during the whole f the past week, sugcessfully
obstructed «the passage of the resolution to
elect the officers appointed for thar body by the
President. Senator Mahone of Virginia championed the cause of a free ballot and a fair

Iv

The Post-0ffice Department.

i

members of the Senate have,

.”

__ and

a smile on his genial face, talks

with

everybody that bas any proper occasion to see
him, wrestles with the Congressmen who
want postmasters turned out to make room for
their favorites, dispatches a large amount of
routine business, reads and hears a multitude
of reports from his assistants and special
agents, develops plans for the improvement of
" the service, and leaves the office late in the afternoon, tired but without a trace of worry or
perplexity.
The task of “directing an army of
~ 70.000 men, working singly or by small detach-

d

Latest

Andrew

Governor Churchill-of

L. James.

‘He finds the postal service in the main in
pretty good condition. It has been steadily
extended and improved during the last decade. Its receipts are growing at the rate of
from twp to three millions a year. In .the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, they were $27,-

531,000; in 1878, $29,277,000;
000;

in

1880,

tures have

$33,315,000.

grown

in 1879, $30,042,But

the

expendi-

just as steadily, and have

been from three to tive millions abead of ihe
receipts.
Last year they. were $36,5642.000.
One of the many problems for Colonel James
to consider is whether the two items ¢an not

be made to balance during bis administration.

One of the chief obstacles in the way of bring-

. ing this about is Congressional

interference.

Every member of Congress seeks to make
himself popular among his coustituents by

getting new mail routes established and by in-

creasing the frequency of the service on old
routes.
Fvery cross-roads hamlet wants a
daily mail, and its member is bound in his
own interest to urge ite claims at the Depart.
ment.
Long routes in the
stern and Southern States, where populati®g/is thin and towns,
far apart, are suslained at an expense out ‘of
all proportion to the receipts, to satisfy Sena-.
tors and Representatives who have the voting
of appropriations in their control and must be
conciliated.
Then there are the mail’ contractors, who constantly seek to magnify the importance of their routes and obtain increased
compensation.
The Western contractors especially, whese long horseback or mail-coach
routes are very profitable, are a powerful
body, closely leagued together, and well fortified by friendships in Congress and affiliations among the subordinate officials in the
Post-Office Department.
Some of the routes
in the mining Territories cost so much money
and do so little business that it would scarcely
be an exaggeration to say that the government
pays $5 apiece to the contractors for all the
letters they carry.”
A Rebellion in Herat.

A despatch

from

Candabar says:

A

for-

midable rebellion prevails in Herat. Ayoob
Khan is perhaps already exiled or a prisoner.
Mohamed Hazen Khan, governor of Kushk,
induced three Herat regiments stationed at
Kushbk to mutiny and join him and the Aimak
tribes in an attack on Herat.
Tt may be safely
inferred that the murder of Mohamed ® Jan,
who commanded these three regiments, was
“the first act of rebellion, instead of the result of
a private quarrel. At last accounts the rebel
lion was so formidable that Ayoob Khan was

virtually

besieged in the citadel.

This gives a

ne
opportunity to Abdur Rabman Khan
to reunite Afghanistan Ginder the supremacy
of Cabul.
Five thousand of his troops are
now on the road hither and should be in full
possession of the Candabar province by the
16th of April.
An immediate advance on Herat, if Ayoob Khan is not expelled or killed
before then, could in the existing state of affaire scarcely fail to be successful.
Indian

Question.

Mr. T. H Tibbles, the champion of the much

abused Ponca Indians, is greatly discouraged
by the settlement of the matter made by the
government.
He proposes the following
in
substitution of the system now ae
in the
Interior Department, namely: ‘“That the Indian bureau be abolished, with iis frauds and
rings; that all the annuities and payments of
‘money due the Indians by treaty stipulations
be made through the quartermaster’s department of the army; that Congress shall appro___priate a sufficient amount of money to put the
opportunity of a common school education before every Indian child of school age; that this
money shall be expended under the bureau of.
education,
and not by the Indian ring; tbat
the schools shall be under some sort of intelli-

gent supervision,
and not be

let out by con-

tract to the lowest bidder, as is mow

done

in

many cases; that on eyery foot of roil within
what is marked

on ‘the

map

as

the

United

States, the State or Territorial and the United

States courts Shall have jurisdiction;

to

abol-

ish autocratic government over millions of
square miles now exercised by the Secretary of
the Interior.”
;
The

Mormon

Question.

The Hon: A. G. Campbell of Utah has written a vigorous letter to President

Garfield

on

the Mormon
question. The communication
" sets forth that he has not put in a claim to a
seat in Congress for pay or for honorfEbut because circumstances making him the representative of principles brought him forward as the

opponent of a system which’ he believes is un

dermining the Republican form of government
in the Western States and ‘Territories.
He
would not claim the seat but for the fact thut
his oppunent was an alien and a polygamist,
and that many of the votes for him were polled

by foreign women and girls under age.
‘
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The Court of Appeals in
firméd the decision * that Mr.

Case.
London has afBradlaugh’s de-

fence that the right to take an affirmation instead of anoath, as allowed in the Courts of
law,
applies also to the House of Commous,
: was
Wrong.” “Mr. Bradlaugh bas dnnounced
his intention to appeal to the House. of Lords.
The contest hegan in Parliament last May
when Mr. Bradlaugh, who denies the exisi-

ence of God, assérted the right to make a declaration or affirmation in! place of taking the
. oath. "His claim gave rise to much investigation, and to a long debate in June, when the
House, by a vote of 275 to 280, declined to allow bim to affirm. Mr. Bradlsugh next da)

addressed the House from the bar, and, refus~ ingto withdraw, was taken into custody by
oh

| the Sergeant ai. Arun und detnined until next
Vy when be was set free. Finally on July 1.

Mr.

Gladstone moved that Mr.

wed to affirm.

Bradlaugh™

Arkansas is a defaulter

claimed

when

to have

occurred

defalcation.

is

he was ‘State

The accused says the supposed de-

ficit is only the result of clerical error.—A
caucus of the Republican members of the
United States Senate was held Monday morning to determine whether or not to continue
the existing deadlock on the election-of-offi
:ers
question. It is stated that the Democrats
are
daily becoming more reconciled to a compromise.——A report from Algiers states that

b

The resolutiof: was enriied

=

best thing in the world for Rough, Chapped
cup of sweet milk, and | or The
Chafed
Skin, is Pearl's White Glycerine. - Use

7

;

PREPARATION OF HOT BEDS.

©

east to West. IT ihe soil Selected ba Fich aires |

the con-

eight feet apart, notching each one two inches

the inside for the plank to rest upon.

Spike the

cover

stitution and press laws to Cuba and Porto Ri-

2h

Abe,”

the famous

in

When

the plants are

large

enough’ to

plant in rows three inches apart

three inches apart in the row.
| have grown 80 as to cover the
require so greata

depth of

as

in

war

England

in beds

”

Lord Beaconsfield has been dangerously
with asthma, but is convalescent.

ill

Measures against regicides are to be taken
through the Russian Ambassadors.
A treaty of commerce and navigation will

:

of June.

turity Paragon and Acme

that

instituted

legdl proceedings

against

much bottom heat as

will

‘to build

a

The desirable

across

plants,

varieties

are

Early

Hen-

ventilate the beds daily.
‘|

grown to the hight

When

to a bed, three inches apart each way.
For va.
rieties I prefer Squash and Large Bell.
Radishes may be sown from January to May
in hot-beds. The beds should be made by putting

poquinimink creek.
Two companies
have
been chartered for the purpose With a capital
stock of $30,000,000.
in fifteen inches of hot manure, then eight inches
Potchefstroom, Natal, surrendered to the | of rich lvam sifted through a coarse sieve and
mixed with fine rotten manure. The seed should be
Boers,on the very day that peace was consown in rows six inches aparts and thinned to two
cluded between'tbem and the British forces,
inches apart in the row. . For varieties, Scarlet
after bard fighting in which eighteen British
Olive Shaped, Scarlet Turnip Rooted and Wood's
soldiers. wire killed and ninety wounded.
Early Frame Scarlet are preferred.
The editor of a foreign newspaper in LonCucumbers may be sown from January to April
don is under arrest for publishing 4 libel conin hot-beds. The beds should be made by put
cerning the late Czar, and urging people to
ling in fifteen inches of hotymanure and eight in-

commit

murder

ctisde

domains, that is, in
Under the peace
Peru, the province
port of Iguique as
willbe retained by
indemnity will also

A lady has

Russia.

of

her " Majesty’s
;

treaty between Chili and
of Tarapace, including the
well asthe Lubos islands,
the former.
A heavy war
be demanded by Chili, :

warned

the Pope

that the day

and hour were fixed for the murder of himself

and Cardinal Pecci.

General Skobelief was.

recalled

because

he

south

of

fsked permission to occupy the oasis
Merv, to reach which he would
cross Persian territory,
-

have

had to

Professor Bell is preparing reports us .to the
navigation of Hudson Bay.
He says that with
a railway from York Factory to Churchill,
Northwest, grain can be laid down in Liverpool cheaper by the Hudson Bay route than it
can be in Montreal city by the ull-rail route of
the Canada Pucific Railway. He says steamers
can navigate Hudson Bay aud Straits eusily

from the middle of May 10 the middie of Octoer.
.

will

beds

the

last of April

should

be

made

or
by

putting in six or eight inches of hot manure
and eight inches of loam; the seed sown
in
groups, six inches apart each
way.
When
the plants are ready for

transplanting

recommend

Arlington, Green

Nutmeg

much

under

»

Sowa

and

CANDY. This article is known by
in different parts of the country.

was called Boston chips, centennial candy, Florentine candy, &c. Itis simply sugar boiled to the
hard crack or candy height, favored and tinted, if
you please, {o any desired color. It is then pour.
ed upon a marble slib, which has been slightly
greased; as soon as it has become cold enough to

halle, the edges are turned in, the batch folded
in a mass, ‘placed upon the hook and pulled, after
which it is run through a machine, composed of a
‘| pair of iron rollers set very close together, 80 ‘that
the caidy comes out'as thin as a wafer, and five or

y 4 vote of 303 to 249, and Mr. Bradlavg) have been proclaimed in a state of "disturbance,
|
his, seat, Legal proce dings ' were, how:
wer, instituted against Mr. Bradiaugh for si- requiring additi ual police, /
ft
ng and voting in Parliument illegally, us he
The French chamber of députies ‘has voted
customary oath, - The ‘ His bi 6 000.000 francstv indemuify the suff.rer
i
a
sof
f A
1 bas sustained this ples, smi.
Courtof
:
the coup d'état of 1851.
as the shariest way to end the wmatier, Mr.
:
in‘about to have his seat declared
The British cabinet bas approved the proto‘vacant so that he'may ‘be elected untram
vol of the umbassudors on the Greek frontier
Jmelled. In such event be purposes taking 1h
oath, on the ground that it is only a forma)- guestion, Greece declines 19 woop the line
deriguuted by the Porte,

Six incheslong. =

©

it

MINNEHAHA CAKE. Two cups of sugar, beaten
10 a cieam with one cup -of butter; the whites of
four eggs, beaten to a stiff frotfi and put in the last
thing, and three cups of flour, with three teaspoon.
tals of baking powder. Bake in layers, put together with.one cup Of sugar, melted while boiling hot;
stir in the white of an egg, beaten stiff, and a half |

tencuplul of chopped raisins.

An excellent pud-

ding for dessert is this: one half-cup butter, one

and

arrive

onr

©

quotations
.to

cover

My Annual Catalo gue of Vegetables and
Flower Seed for 1881, rich in engraving
s
trom
photographs of the
originals, will be sen
all who apply. My ol cus®mers need
te hy
for it. I offer one of the largesi
vegetable sved ever sent out by a -seed
in America, a large portion of whic! ‘were yd
grown
on my six seed farmis.

seed directly

. DRIED APPLES.

grower,

£

VEGETABLES

2

fres

b, true, ung, ot

A SPECIALTY.

J. H. GRE
, Marblehead
B39 JAMES
Fis MYda
ORT, ME
bam.

GRAPE

All Leading Varieties

Red, ¥ bbl, 300 @ $3 50; White,375 @.
@

from the

the very beat strain.

NEW

Vt. Rose 65a70c; New

$125

Full directions Jor cultive-

tion on each package.
All seed warran
to be
fresh and tree to name; so far, that ted
should it
prove Otherwise, I will ref the order gratis.
The
original introducer o
ubbard Si
:
ney’s Melon, Marblehead
qual
Phin
Corts and Soorts of other vegetables, I{invite the ¢'
alronage of all who ave anxious to have.
their

irue 10 Dante,

INES.

in |

. Wi

Phy
180, the

Prices low.

a“
celebrated

-«

@

$1 50; Common

Southern,
qua tered,
¥ Bb, 3%4a

4c;
Southern,
sliced
4
@
5%c;
New
Yok
nartered
4 &@ 4c; New York, sliced 4 a 4'¢c;
astern and Northern,quartered 4 @ 4c; Eastern |

and Northern,sliced + @ 4%c; Evavorated, choice

8 & 8c;

Evaporated, god

HAY

AND

STRAW.

Jrainay, $1800

Swale

@

78

The

©

Choice. coarse $2200 8 $23;

2100;

Fine,

Hay, $12 00 @ 1300; Rye

25 00; Oat Straw, $1200 @ 14 00.

#1800

&

Straw,

20 00;

$2400

¢

GRASS
SEED. Clover,
Western 84 @ 8¥eo;
Jv esters New York 8% .@ #y¢: Timothy, # bu.,
85 8 290; Red Top, ¥ bag, $220 @ 2 30; Canary
$245 @ 255.

;

po

{12083

use

For gale by BR. F. RACKLEY,

healing

We

ist, Boston, and

Seld

all

Pain in the side,

by

A.

B.

and

* Here

jaundice,

I
sia
the
not

are

now

tunity

Conn.

dyspepit with
it does

wn

——

Street,

Maine

Central

tion
and
Definition
of
‘more than 25,000 words as
used by the best Speakers and

Writers in America and England.

It contains a number of
Most Valuable Tables.
and
other
Articles,
givin
information about Weights anc
Measures
in common use; the
the Metric System, Abreviations

ke ping

school

in

Writing,

Foreign

connected

with

books elsewhere, send for catalogue

or

y

¥

A Leading London
* Physician Establishes

"an Office in New York

Hudson,

epecialty of Epilepsy
‘has withont doubt wreated
and cared more cin 63 ghan any other living physician. His success has simply been aitonishing;

The

we have heard of cases of over 20 years’

successfully cured by
valnable work on

Couniry

I™

FOR SALE!

O. address.

he

cure

their express

&

sends

free

and

to;

P.

one wishing a eure to

MESEROLE,
:

No.

%

John

St.,
414.

.

Skilled operators grastuate from the Telegraph

THE
TurMs:
advance;

MORNING
$2.00 per
$2.20 if paid

STAR

year, if paid strictly in
within

the

first’ thirty

as
$2.50 received
if not.
"For and
25 cents
we will send the Star
three months on trial,
Le
of Kgch subscriber will please notice the dute
ment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears,
2

TWO STORY HOUSE and ELL,
"10.900 FEET OF LAND,

wonderful

standing,

published

Department, New Hamp’on Commercial College,
New Hampton, N. H. Send for circulars

-

besides YPantries, Clos.
;
.
~

which

Telogranty Tag!

A GOOD

Containing Eight Rooms,
¢t8 Bheds, &o., with

He has

disease,

Wa advise any

address Dr. AB
New York.

Homes

2tlteow

him.

any sufferer who may send

LEWISTON,
ME., a few steps from
Bates College, Theological Seminary and

Latin School,
|

©

this

with a Inrge bottle of his

8
w

( krom din, Journal of Medicine).

‘Dr. Ab. Me-erolé (aw of London), who makes »

boards

|oserip ive CatuCornwall-on.

N.Y.

forthe Cure of Epilep-tic Fits,

|

renting

Institute.

ofstand.

The Cheapest BOOK STORE in the World.
address American Book Store, 241 B’dw’ i x.
F

and less

10 regular

the

Words, Phrases and

ard Pooks at very low prices.

i!

hoardrs

cess with Small Fruit«.”
logue free. Address KE. P.

THe Star is not discontinued when the time

|

expires for which it is paid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued: when it has
been more than one jor in arrears, after.due
notice and time shall ‘have been given.

must be made in monCovered with Fruit Trees, in an excellent 1 ‘cation "REMITTANCES
Re
shecks if possible, ;.
in a
_wy-orders
or ban
for a Club, or tor a Family of Children to be edn
registered letter and at our risk and expense. .
cated, and who wish to board at home. kor fuither particulars, terms &c. uddress,
/
In writing to this office, persons: will ‘please
+

We call attention to the advertisement ‘jn avoth- |

ing pomologists, and will no doubt be a valuable

|

plants with the supe bly illustrat dybook, *¢ Sue

A

for the first time offered to the public. This promising g1ape is spoken of very highly by our lead.

ing

York.

Chicago.

E.PR 0 3 SUPPLIES wits and Bids
Vines, and makes come singularly iiberal offers of

to give satisfaction.

er column of the new white grape * Prentiss” now

used

f

special

he

of 25

Proverbg, &c., making it indispensable to eve:
Reader, Writer and Thinker.
Fully Iustrated.
Price, 10 ets. By mail, 3 cts. extra. Before order-

Institute,

o

Thousand. Pianos and

addition to our prdsent lst of good grapes,

receipt

1

offering

»

eae
prehensive book of its kind ever
E
~~ | published.
It contains the exBog
Oi
ict Spelling,
Pronuncia-

3

N. Y.

Intending purchasers should send for their cataRE

Cover, sent on

Dictionary Extant.
RELIABLE,

Dictionary of the English Language
The most extensive and com.

House is 23x30, two etories high, the’ Ell 17x35,
story and
a half high, the half -tory well lighted
by luthern windows, and the stable 21x26, with
goud cellar under the whole
A good -Cisiern,
and one of the best Wells of Water in the villa :e,
are on the premises. The Lot containg ab ut 84
Square Rods of Land, and is situated on the main
street from Pittsfield to, Rurnham. The premises
cost over $3 000, hut wiil be sold ata great reduction.
Address,
g
:
REV, A. LL. GERRISH,
March 28, 1881.
Olneyville, B® I.’

started In business about thirty-five years ago and’

Jogue.

for

ing-house

They are one of the oldest and most reliable

Organs, and all warranted

Bent

HANDY,

Doane.

rooms to students, there being

houses in the business, and have won. the confldence of the entire public by their honesty aod
fair dealing. Their instruments are all first class
and widely celebrated for their superior construe
tion and fine quality of tone.
Harace Waters

"and has sold nearly. Fifty

Latest and

than 160 rods from the D-pot on the Maine Central
Railroad. It also furnishes an excellent vppor-

inducements in prices on their Pianos and Organs
as will be seen by their advertisement in this edi:

tion.

&

76 East Ninth Street, New

grounds of the

;

Horace Waters & Co.

in

FOR SALE!

True as sunshine mel the frost, Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam cures Coughs, Colds, and all
difficulty of breathing. Price, 10, 85, and bo

cents.

School
Book

HE subscriber offers for sale his HOMESTFAD
in Pittsfield, Me. It furnishes a fine opportunity for a Jonny having children they wish to educute, as it is situated only about 25 rods from the

i

can not say too much in favor of your
remedy, D. R. V.G. Iam now using
best results; I can eat anything and
distress me. ~~ Yours truly,
YH. J. Wattles,
9 North Avenue,
Rochester,

Lowry

73 Randolph

loss

Charter Oak Life,
Hartford,

In ten years we have made 4,039 loans without

the
loss of
a dollar.
Funds
wanted
to
loan on first-class securi'y.
For references
&«., send for pamphlet to J. B. WATKINS
&
CO,
Kawrence,
Kansas:
or
HENRY
DICKINSON,
Manager,
243 Broadway,
New York.
:
26136

BICLOW & MAIN,

Several years I have been taking so-called remedies and prescriptions from. physicians for dys
pepsia, with no benefit; one bottle D. R. V. G. has
cured me; I take pleasure in recommending it to

Guaranteed by all druggists.

Sunday

ofA Rew Song
to examine

A Speeimen, in Paper
cents.

tf

‘Isaac T. Stoddard,

_

Chem-

of appetite, inflammations, gravel, female diseas.
es and all troubles of the urinary organs and
bladder, are quickly and surely removed by Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.
2t14

all,

N. 0.,

x
:
SOME OF THE RICHEST HYMNS IN THE LANGUAGE, SET TO BEAUTIFUL MELODIES
BY THE A RLEST WRITERS OF SACRED
- SONG, ARE FOUND IN THIS COLLECTION.

Test.

Dizziness, nausea, despondency,

Eight Per Cent.
INTEREST GUARANTEED.
PAYABLE AT
NATIONAL
BANK
OF COMMERCE,
NEW YORK.
SECURITY LARGE AND PRODUCTIVE.

It contains 32 pages in excess of the usual number in books of its class, and em=
braces 239 Hymns and 170 Tunes, at the
< old popular
price, $30 per 100 copies in
board
covers.
i
colored

WILBOR,

loins, ' high

is the

Dover,

& .CO., GENERAL Aowxre”

every

By

urine, with debility’ and general emaciation, are
symptoms of Kidney complaint. Now is the time
to prevent suffering, and save money, by applying
DAY’S KIDNEY PAD.
4
oh

Western Farm Mortgages.

Good as Gold,

are

power,

druggists.
back

advise
search

#8 combined with pure Cod-Liver Oil by Dr. Wilbor. This medicine is regularly prescribed by the
medical faculty.

35 Cortlandt St., New York,

NRTON.

its best recommendations; and the proprietor has
ample evidence on file of its extraordinary suc
cess in pulmonary complaints. The Phosphate of
Lime possesses a most marvelous

Peter Henderson & Co,

many times its cost in doctors

SAUTDN, 5 'sE.x
tae 0
many yortilen Kidney Puls

GEO. C. GOODWIN

81.

Our Greenhouses (covering & sores in Glass)
are the largest in America,

deam it dun thn afflicted to warn them.
Ask for
DAY'S KIDNEY PAD, and take no other. ems
sme

suffering from Coughs,” Colds, or Consumption,
should be carefal where they purchase this article.
its

And
fluc:
RARE PLANTS "2

£122), $3.00. Our book, “How a Life was Saved," giving
the history of this now discovery and a largo record of
most remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. Address,
DAY KIDNEY ray €0., TOLEDO, ORNIO.

next

List (mailed

free on application)

while its cures of Gravel, Dropsy, Oatarrh of the
LGladder, Brickdust Deposit, Painful Urinating,
High-Colored Urine, Nervous Weakness and Pala
Ia the Back seem more like miracles than cfses of natural healing. The price brings it within the reachof all,
save

& CO., Painesville, 0.!

Send for our LOW.PRICED

will certaintyof a permanent cure.
For sale by JrugCists generally, or sent by mail (free of postage) on
roceipt of the price. Regular Pad, §2.00 ; Child's Pad (for
iacontinence of urine in children), $1.50; Special (extra

Get
the
Genuine
Article.—The
great
popularity of * Wilbor’s Compound of Cod-Liver
Oil and Lime” has induced some unprincipled per.
sons to attempt to palm off a simple article of
their own manufacture; but any person who is

of

(STORRS, HARRISON

Bladder, Urinary
ne
can, A
io
rtabie lo to the© pati patien t posit] ve in
in its e eff
and the first
those painful and much dreaded

and it will annually

13 100 Hard ing
i col'd siruwborries ree.
IN Greenhouses. 400 doves.

ns

ABSORPTION,

The Peruvian
Syrup has cured thousands
who, were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

The results

whan cures by the

MM! diseases of the Kline

Thyme will grow anywhere, but it prefers a dry,
poor soil. If the ground is rich, the plant will
grow too luxuriant, and lose its aromatic qualities.
1
If you have a window full of plants, and would

It requires no puffing.

27th Year.

bills, medicines and plasters, which at best give but tem.
porary relief. It can bo used without fear or harm, and

er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
33

/

1 i To Stra

PAD

A over

5

like to gone of them in the garden beds
summer,
ow is your time to start them.

A "

Ul

so

A few drops of ammonia added to a gallon of
water and applied once a week toall pots of flowers, will do much good and keep the pots and

earth from souring.

ardy Fioweri
Hendreds
of others,

THEAF

O-0-O&-o-¢
*+0
+4

|

1

2

to supply

Guaranteed by all druggists.

first came from Boston during the year 1876, ahd

giveniat mid-

sos,

the public with good wheat-meal, there are many
who will be glad to patrontze the brown loaf.—
, Cincinnati Trade List.

does

broadcast

(From the American Cultivator.)

| _ SNOW-FLAKE
various names

been

the millers and bakers ean. be persuaded

Adjuster

in April

heat.

To

that the whiter and finer wheat

to the fie'd

the bed shouid be well watered, and allowed to
soak twelve hours, when they can be removed
with safety. It is not safe to put the plants out
before the 1ast of May or the first of June.
For

_DOMESTIO HINTS.

summer, at a horticultural exhiblion by the
scholars,
for the. best result of this gift in cut

Tweive baronies in Cork county, ireland,

The

from five to seven feet apart. The Boston Market
Dwarf White is the best variety.— David Henderson in American Cultivator.
»

The superintendent

2

the first of May.

revise

to supply their place, as people who
made from very fine flour naturally

2

out in the field in rows a foot apart. with the rows

bons or picture cards, there were distributed to
the scholars packages of ten’ kinds of flowerseeds.wi h cicury simple structions as to the

:

the Arlington improved.
Melons are usually sown

We

Maine Central Rose 65@70¢;

with ordinary bakers. It would be well to break
down this old prejudice as soon as possible, and if

I have had the best success with white Spine and’: a?

"and when up two inches, can be transplanted
from two to taree inches apart each way, and put

routine of schoul” management was that of a
Suuday-school in a neighhoring city last week,
when at their anniversary, instead of bon-

last month of $6,192,819.14.

rows

in April, and transplanted when the plants are up
and when the third leaf has started.
The trans‘planting should be performed in groups of five
plants, nine inches apart each way.
When the
plants are ready to run they should be well watered and allowed to let soak twelve hours, when
they may be removed to the field.
For varieties

Celery seed is usually sown

__A prety and new departuse frora the usnal

or potied flowers. ~N, Y.
Tribune.
There was a decrease in the national debt’

in

plants, each under a sash.
Cucumbers to be
transplanted to the field should be sown in beds

not require

The meaning of this act and the reason f6t the
choice of the occasion are obvious.
The ceremony will be followed by orders for the depurture of the various corps for their all
lotted stations on the frontier.
The national
leehng of the people, who are making great
sacritices, bas been roused.

of the school offered a prize to be

be sown

and Stickney Long Yellow Musk.

be held,

when the King will present the colors to the
regiments composing the garrison of Athens

xowiog and care of them.

The seed should

three inches apart. When the plants are up, and
the third leaf started, suchas are to be matured
under glass can be transplanted in groups of four

varieties I

On the 6th of April, the anniversary of Greek

independence, a grand review

ches of loam.

leh

sales

mixed

York Rose, 65 @ 70c; Jacksons, 0 @ 65c; Prolifics,
70c; Peerless, 55 @ 6c; Chenangoes 55c¢.

the plants have

of two inches transplant them

of our

country can no: take too closely to heart.

ada, common 70 @ ~5c;
Green Peas, Northern,
1258 15'; Green Peas, Western 150 @ 170.
POTATOES...
Aroostook Rose,
bu, 75 @& 80c;

follow the dictates of common sense rather than
fashion, but it is far from being a popular article

The

Wyman,

BUTTER.

stupidly eliminated.
What is known as wholemeal bread is now consumed by many people who

about

son Early and Fottler Improved Brunswick.
The first of April 18 a desirable time for sowing
peppers.
Make the bed by putling in fifteen
inches of hot manure and six inches of loam.
After sowing the seed and covering it with loam,
the surface of the bed should be covered with burlap and sprinkled with water every day until the
seeds are sprouted ; then remove the burlap and

in-

the State of Delaware at some point below Ap-

other

transplanted in beds, at distances of three inches
apart each way. After the cabbage plants have
taken root ard are growing they should be well
ventilated each day. The sash may be removed
the middle of April from the bed, which operation
makes the plants hardy for removing to the field.

legislature

ship canal

some

and No 3 white at 45 @ 46%c & bu.

.

crave for the component parts which have

or turnips have not been grown for some time previous.
Sow the seed broadcast, and when
the
fourth leaf is' well grown the plants should be

The lower partof Yankton

A bill has passed the Connecticut

stimulants
‘eat bread

desira-

loam ‘must be selected from £pots where cabbages

The spring floods in Dakota are the severest

declaring cider an intoxicating beverage, to be
subject to the same restrictions concerning its
Sale 88 are applied to other liquors.

most

and covered with six or eight inches of loam.

all the parties

is inundated, and in many instances the
habitants have taken to the hills for safety.

the

twelve inches of hot horse manare being sufficient

The Massachusetts House of Répresentatives
have rejected the bills ‘proposing municipal
suffrage to women, and prohibiting the sale of
intoxicating liquor.

there.

five feet

Cabbages for early maturity may be sown about
the middle of February. They do not require as

identiied with the Morey letter forgery.
The heaviest snow-storm of the season prevailed at Columbus and other points in Ohio
Wednesday, seriously interrupting railway
traffic,

ever known

are

The

steamer

flour is, the less nutriment it contains, for, in rejecting the second shell of the grain, the miller
throws awgy
the chief flesh and bone formers.
The absenc€
of these elements in bread leads to a
much larger consumption of meat and alcoholic

ble.

Mr. John Embrey,
his wife and two children,
were killed by a cyclone in Randolph county,
Alabama.

expected

about

The life of this great man, from its childhoog to

THE BREAD QUESTION.
It is well known

apart each way.
For early varieties for Boston
market I prefer Canada Victor, while for later ma-

Lieutenant R. M. Berry, U. S. N., is tocommand the . Arctic expedition in search of the
steamer *“ Jeannette.”

be

They should he put out

$6.50.

a

to be held at 64¢ &@ bn-

200; Choice Ballwing,
Baldwing, 7 & &1 00.

soap suds you rub th@Bpot carefully with a bit of
cloth wet with ammonia.

in about the right condition for transplanting tomato plants the last time.
The tomato plants can
be put out in the field the last of May and the first

acby

;

been/good.

for

GREEN APPLES. “Choice Russets # bbl. 81.75

.TO TAKE OUT BPOTS.
The yellow stain made by the oil used on sewing
machines can be removed, if before washing in

them seven inches apart each way.
At this final
transplanting the bed does not require much heat.
A bed where lettuce has been previously grown is

Cauada
proposes to have a trans-Pacitic
telegraph line between British Columbia and

Itis

but not very hot oven.

have/grown to seven inches in height transplant

shortly be negotiated between Spain and Chili.

The ambassadors of all the powers have
cepted the Greek boundary line
proposed
Turkey.

Boston Fine

8S. ROBERTS.

Illustrated,

0aT8. Market quite and sales confined to small
lots. We quote No 1 and extra white and 48% @
52¢; No 2'white at 47% @ 47%c; and No 2 mixed

night's good"

WHITE CAKE. Whites of four exgs, two cups
fine white sugar, half cup butter, half cup milk,
two cups sifted flour, half teaspoon saleratus, one
heaping teaspoon cream tartar. Cream butter and
sugar, and beat eggs to stiff froth. Put saleratus
in milk and cream tartar in flour. Bake in a brisk

about the first of May. The most desirable varieties are white-seeded Tennis Ball for hot-beds,

~The bill for disarmament .in Ireland went

corn continues

the pan and fold it over when it sets, having first
sprinkled pepper and salt on. Make the cutlets
-as well-shaped as you can. Have potatoes cut in
small balls and steamed in parsley sauce ready
with it.
‘

three inches apart each#¢ay and putin the field

eagle of the

& 6lc

yellow; and an grade at 58 ® 59¢ # bu.

egg and water, put the piece of fish in the batter in

Lettuce for transplanung in the field “should be

"JOHN

its close, is a living lessen which the youth

actual sales up to yesterday, but io the present
condition of the marke they are liable to sudden
changes.
Sid
CHEESE. Northern factory, choice, ¥ b,13% @
CHOCOLATE CREAM DROPS. Mix ohe-half cup. | 14c; Northern factory, fair’ to good 113-8 1361
Northern fuctory, common 8 @ 11c; Western facof cream with two of white sugar; boil five mintory, choice 13 @ 133%c; Westrn factory, fair to
utes, set the dish into another of cold water, and
good 11°2 12%c; Western factory, skim 7 @ 10c.
stir until it becomes hard, then make into small
EGas. Eastern, ¥ dozen 17417%c; New Ycrkand
Vermont 17817 xc; Canada, fresh stock 16% alle;
balls like marbles, and with a fork roll each one
~ Western 16 4 17c; Southern, 16.8 17¢.
separately in chocolate, which has in the meanBEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bu $215 8 $2
time been put into a bowl over the boiling teaket20; Pea, N.Y, H. P.,2158 220; Pea, N. Y.
tle and melted; put on brown paper to cool; flavor common to good 1.85 & 2 00; Medium, choice hand
picked 205g 2 10; Medium,-choice screened 190
to taste. This makes fifty drops.
ZY
@ 2 05; Medium, common to good 1 85 @ 1 95; YelCop CUTLETS. Steam the cod till nearly done;
low Eyes, choice 210 @215 ; Yellow
Eves, improved215 @ 220;
Common
1B) @ 195; Red
cut a slice, and have a batter of self-raising flour
Kidneys 1 50 @ 1 60.
:
ready. The batter is good when mixed with one
PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1 00 g 1 05; Can-

provided

sown tho middle of March; transplanted

have been at 39

slow fire (a brisk fire drives in the salt), or steam
and boil it with vinegar and water. When done,
potr over it parsley sauce. Take potatoes with it.

When the plants
ground make av-

manure

fifie brands

‘It is a fine fish, and one

|

Report.

3

‘CORN. The demand has

some

DAVID LIVINGSTONE. J

The Flour market has been’ véry dnll

em

are

soaking is sufficient; remové the water, twice if
you can.
When well cleaned, either boil it over a

plants

the black-seeded Tenms Ball and

soon

of the Sea.”

tians-

the

FLOUR:

a hard crust around the ham, and the skin
off with it. Try this, and you will never

There

oy, nn
7

since our last and has settled down veryquietly for
all kinds. Prices remain unchar ged.
/ rn
‘OAT MEAT. There is a steady Ee nandiad sales |
at $5 @ $6 2 ¥ bbl for common and fancy West-

The paste

of mackerel in the market.
One of the brands
brought to our notice is Messrs. Leggett’s * Pride

transplant

with

be hot when put in.

SALT MACKEREL.

eighteen in-

prepare a new bed the same as before, and

should

Produce

Soon.

ET

BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, April, 2, 1881.

cook a ham.any other way.

the bottom of the beds.
:
The best loam for hot beds is found in old
pastures or wood lots, or at the sides of fences
and stone walls. It should be gathered and piled
up in the fall, and the stones and grass roots removed, then mixed with rotten manure and
turned once or twice. Cover the pile with coarse
horse manure to prevent freezing, that it may be
ready for use when needed.

Curled for out-door culture.
Tomato seed for early crops should be sown
from the 15th of February to the first of March.
The bed should be prepared same as for lettuce.
When the plants are two inches high transplant
in a new.
bed in distances two inches apart each
way.. When four inches high transplant the plant
four inches apart each way.
When the plants

Asia.

forms
comes

freezing ; the surface water can then soak into the
ground, thus preventing ice from collecting on

eighth Wisconsin regiment, is dead.
into effect on Friday.

anything that will keep it an inclr from the bottom,

The oven

Ls

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
,,
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese ' and
¥
8, beans, dried. apples, &¢." Cellar No,3
Market, Boston:
.

all;

‘and bake in a hot oven.
If a small ham, fifteen
minutes for each pound; if large, twenty minutes.

the

the

of pin-cushion, thimble, |
For further information

THE MARKETS.
- Boston

Make a thick paste of flour (not

cover the ham with it, bone and

article for

Issued

THE LIFE AND EXPLORATIONS

12mo,

putin 4 pan on a spider or two muffin rings, or

for above), then put in ten inches of hot horse nianure covered with nine inches of loam.
Trans.
plant the plants seven inches apart each way.
Lettuce should be well ventilated every day.

Miscellaneous.

Diseased foreign cattle arriving
are to be isolated.

“Old

BAKED HaM.
boiled) and

bottom with three, or four inches of leaves or
coarse horse mantire to prevent the ground from

In the cultivation of lettuce put

Hi

cake. Bake it slowly, with a buttered paper in the
bottom of the tin. This cake keeps well.

plank to the posts. This method is superior to
the common way of driving stakes, and nailing
the planks to them.
Oftentimes after a snow-1-storm three or four feet of snow will drift on to
the beds, and this weight will settle the. planks
and spoil the crop’if not properly stayed.
After digging the trench for the beds,

nutmeg

the ‘meats out before you doanything else-to-the:|--

oa

other bed (this bed if ate in the winter does not

co.— Greece has officially declined to accept
the frontier line proposed by Turkey.—— Lord
Beaconsfield had a return of spasms Monday.
cod

alf a

grated, one teaspoonful of lemon or vanilla, one
cup heaping full of nuts; crack the nuts, and pick

trench fifteen inches in depth; they pug in’ posts,

with eight inches of loam, raking the surface
smooth. Sow the seed broadcast, covering the
same with loam sifted in through a coal sieve.

to apply

very useful as well as ornamental

ladies. Itisin the way
pool and scissors rack.
see advertisement.

Be

D.' LOTHROP &_C0., BOSTON.

:

F. M. Vanetten & Co. offer in another column a

one toffee-cup of sugar, two of raisins (stoned and

from stone it saves labor, for the plank can be
placed on the surface and bankéd on the outside
with loam or manure. If the soil be stony, dig a

To

QUITE A NOVELTY.

ipe to follow when you wish to make walnut cake:

Select a piece of land that has a southerly slope.
Erect a fence sjx or seven feet high, running from

Trans-Sahara railway has been almost completely annihilated by the natives.——Serious
floods prevail in Spain.—=Another Nihilist
conspirator has been arrested at St. Petersburg,
and will be tried with other prisoners.—Hen-ry Varley, the evangelist, will contest Charles

Spanish cabinet has decided

Pearl's White Glycerine soap.

one teaspoonful of lemon essence. To be eaten
with cream{
:
!
WALNUT CAKE. Here is a very satisfactory rece

ches of hot horse manure well packed, covered

Bradlxugh's seat in Parliament for Northampton
at the election on Saturday neXt.—The

:

cup sugar, two cups flour, two teaspoonfuls of |
baking powder, one-half

Colonel Flatters’s exploring expedition for the

und selected detachments from other regiments

gi

The Bradiaagh
_t

is alleged that

The

Itis proposed
The

States minister to

to the extent of $47,000.
treasurer.

States, and of transporting safely and speedily
the letters and newspapers of 50,000,000 peo=
ple, is an enormous one; but if there is any}
nan in the country whom talent and experily, it is unquestionably Thomas

D. White, United

Germany, has resigned.—It

ments over the whole vast area of the United

ence enable to do.the work smoothly and easi-

Néws.

a

IE

[3
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*
Domestic,

ano

:

casion or grounds of a somewhat heated and at
| times very personal debate... Mr. Mahone’s defense of his position, against the attack of
ers, that he is the happiest man in the Cabinet.
uthern Democrats, is highly commended.
Rumors have beet rife’of serious dissensions
He loves work, be has plenty of it
in
Cabinet and of the probable resignation
he knows how to dv it, and he bas-mGne of the
Mr. McVeagh, Attorney-General, and Mr.
of the feeling of timidity to wear off which
James, PostmdSter-General, but they, have not
been shown to he well-founded.
attaches to an unfamiliar line of duties.
:
Gen. Adam Badeau has declined the position
He comes to his desk with an elastic step
of Chargé d’ Affaires at Copenhagen.

“ It‘struck me to-day, while talking with,
Colonel James, and hearing him talk with oth:

a

:

gt

#

ih

1 denignare thei» STATE,as wellas town, anc

REV. G. 8. RICKER,
4t14

8,

Low:1l,

M. PETTENGILL

Mass.

& C0.,
37 Park

; pie

The Star gots to

|’ Row, New York, nrc our Agcnts, anil are nue | and
tiorized to contract for advertizing at our-lowest {- here

rites, .

eh

"

press Tuesday

communications or insertion

on saturday
iress

Am

L;

the cid and new address

when “they

order a change in the direction of their
revious.
hig

Ko Ds

paper.

wiring

oug!

x
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